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The information below supplements the Reoffering Memorandum referred to above. The Standby Bond Purchase Agreement has been revised to eliminate the suspension event relating to an involuntary bankruptcy filing or a proceeding seeking the appointment of a receiver or similar official. Accordingly, the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth paragraphs under the heading “STANDBY BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR THE FISCAL 2008 SUBSERIES B-2 AND B-4 BONDS - Standby Bond Purchase Agreement” appearing on pages 11 and 12 thereof, are revised and restated as follows:

Additionally, the Standby Purchase Agreement provides that the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds shall be suspended immediately and without notice upon the issuance of a judgment that is appealable or non-final but is otherwise described in the Termination Event set forth in clause (v) above (such judgment a “Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment”) and the passage of 30 days after the issuance thereof during which such Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment has not been overturned or stayed upon appeal (provided that the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds following the stay of any Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment shall be suspended immediately (without the lapse of another 30 day time period) if such stay is lifted pursuant to a subsequent Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment) (the “Suspension Event”).

Following the occurrence of the Suspension Event, the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds immediately shall terminate and the Facility Provider shall be under no further obligation to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds under the Standby Purchase Agreement (i) from the date on which a court of competent jurisdiction shall enter a final, nonappealable judgment that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement or of the Resolution relating to (A) the payment of principal of or interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or (B) the pledge of the Revenues supporting the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds, as applicable, shall cease for any reason to be valid and binding and (ii) from the date that is the earlier of (x) the expiry of the Standby Purchase Agreement and (y) three years after the
date of issuance of the relevant Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment, if on such date the relevant litigation is still pending and a final and nonappealable judgment related thereto has not been obtained.

Following the occurrence of the Suspension Event, the obligation of the Facility Provider under the Standby Purchase Agreement immediately shall be reinstated and the terms of the Standby Purchase Agreement will continue in full force and effect (unless it shall otherwise have terminated by its terms) as if there had been no such suspension on the date on which a court of competent jurisdiction shall issue a judgment that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement or of the Resolution, as applicable, relating to (A) the payment of principal of or interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or (B) the pledge of the Revenues supporting the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds, as applicable, is valid and binding.
REOFFERING MEMORANDUM

On the date of original issuance and delivery of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, Bond Counsel, delivered an opinion to the effect that based upon an analysis of then existing laws, regulations, rulings and court decisions and assuming, among other matters, the accuracy of certain representations and compliance with certain covenants, interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes under Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. It was the further opinion of Bond Counsel that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is not a specific preference item for purposes of the federal individual or corporate alternative minimum taxes, although Bond Counsel observed that such interest is included in adjusted current earnings when calculating corporate alternative minimum taxable income. Bond Counsel was also of the opinion that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is exempt from personal income taxes imposed by the State of New York and any political subdivision thereof (including The City of New York). Bond Counsel expressed no opinion regarding any other tax consequences related to the ownership or disposition of, or the accrual or receipt of interest on, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. In connection with the reoffering of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, Bond Counsel will deliver its opinion that the substitution of the Credit Facilities and the conversion of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds to the Weekly Rate Mode will not, in and of themselves, adversely affect the tax-exempt status of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. Bond Counsel is not rendering any other opinion on the current tax status of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. See “TAX MATTERS” herein.
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Due: June 15, as shown on the inside cover

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be reoffered as registered bonds and have been registered in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee of The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York which acts as securities depository for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. Purchases of beneficial interests in such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be made in book-entry-only form. Purchasers will not receive certificates representing the ownership interest in the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds purchased by them. See “APPENDIX F—BOOK-ENTRY-ONLY FORM.”

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds have been issued in the aggregate principal amounts and mature on the respective dates as set forth on the inside cover. As of the date of reoffering, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will bear interest at a Weekly Rate, payable on the 15th day of each month, commencing March 15, 2011. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bearing interest at a Daily Rate or a Weekly Rate may be tendered to the Tender Agent for purchase at the option of the Bondholder thereof under the circumstances described herein. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are also subject to mandatory tender and to redemption prior to maturity, as described herein. After the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are reoffered, liquidity support for the payment of the Purchase Price of tendered but unre marketed Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be provided by Royal Bank of Canada, acting through a New York branch. The obligations of such Facility Provider are subject to immediate termination or suspension without notice upon the occurrence of certain events described herein. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will not be subject to mandatory tender for purchase upon such termination or suspension. Upon any failure to pay the Purchase Price of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered for purchase, such 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will continue to be held by the tendering Bondholder and will bear interest from the Tender Date at the Maximum Rate.

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are special obligations of the Authority, payable solely from and secured by a pledge of and first lien on the gross revenues of the System. The Authority has no taxing power. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are not a debt of the State of New York, The City of New York or the New York City Water Board and none of the State of New York, The City of New York or the New York City Water Board is liable on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are reoffered when, as and if remarke ted by the Authority and received by the Remarketing Agent and subject to the approval of legality by Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, New York, New York, Bond Counsel. Certain legal matters will be passed upon for the Remarketing Agent by Nixon Peabody LLP, New York, New York. It is anticipated that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be remarke ted on or about March 1, 2011.
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This Reoffering Memorandum does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer in such jurisdiction. No dealer, salesperson or any other person has been authorized to give any information or make any representation, other than those contained herein, in connection with the offering of any of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied upon. Information contained on the Authority’s web page, on the City’s web site, or on any other web page is not a part of this Reoffering Memorandum. Neither the delivery of this Reoffering Memorandum nor the remarketing of any of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds implies that there has been no change in the affairs of the Authority, the Board or the City or the other matters described herein since the date hereof.

If and when included in this Reoffering Memorandum, the words “expects,” “forecasts,” “projects,” “intends,” “anticipates,” “estimates” and analogous expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and any such statements inherently are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected. Such risks and uncertainties include, among others, general economic and business conditions, changes in political, social and economic conditions, regulatory initiatives and compliance with governmental regulations, litigation and various other events, conditions and circumstances, many of which are beyond the control of the Authority. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Reoffering Memorandum. The Authority disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in the Authority’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statements are based.

The Remarketing Agent has reviewed the information in this Reoffering Memorandum pursuant to its responsibilities to investors under the federal securities laws, but the Remarketing Agent does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Deloitte & Touche LLP, the Authority’s independent auditor has not reviewed, commented on or approved, and is not associated with, this Reoffering Memorandum. The report of Deloitte & Touche LLP relating to the Authority’s financial statements for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2010 and 2009, which is a matter of public record, is included in this Reoffering Memorandum by specific reference. However, Deloitte & Touche LLP has not performed any procedures on any financial statements or other financial information of the Authority, including without limitation any of the information contained in this Reoffering Memorandum, since the date of such report and has not been asked to consent to the inclusion of its report in this Reoffering Memorandum.

IN CONNECTION WITH THIS REOFFERING, THE REMARKETING AGENT MAY OVER-ALLOT OR EFFECT TRANSACTIONS WHICH STABILIZE OR MAINTAIN THE MARKET PRICE OF THE FISCAL 2008 SUBSERIES B-2 AND B-4 BONDS AT A LEVEL ABOVE THAT WHICH MIGHT OTHERWISE PREVAIL IN THE OPEN MARKET. SUCH STABILIZING, IF COMMENCED, MAY BE DISCONTINUED AT ANY TIME.

THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN RECOMMENDED BY ANY FEDERAL OR STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION OR REGULATORY AUTHORITY. FURTHERMORE, THE FOREGOING AUTHORITIES HAVE NOT CONFIRMED THE ACCURACY OR DETERMINED THE ADEQUACY OF THIS DOCUMENT. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE. IN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, INVESTORS MUST RELY ON THEIR OWN EXAMINATION OF THIS REOFFERING MEMORANDUM AND THE TERMS OF THE OFFERING, INCLUDING THE MERITS AND RISKS INVOLVED.
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

General

The purpose of this Reoffering Memorandum is to set forth certain information pertaining to the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority (the “Authority”), a public benefit corporation duly created and existing under the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority Act, as amended (the “Act”); the New York City Water Board (the “Board”), a public benefit corporation created and existing under Chapter 515 of the Laws of 1984, both of which laws were enacted by the Legislature of the State of New York (the “State”); and the Authority’s Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 (the “Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds”), consisting of $100,000,000 Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Adjustable Rate Bonds (the “Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds”) and $100,000,000 Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-4 Adjustable Rate Bonds (the “Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-4 Bonds”). Capitalized terms used in this Reoffering Memorandum and not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in “APPENDIX C—GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS—Glossary.”

Pursuant to a lease agreement (the “Lease”) between the Board and The City of New York (the “City”), dated as of July 1, 1985, as amended, the Board has leased from the City its facilities for the collection, transmission and distribution of water (the “Water System”) and its facilities for the collection, treatment and disposal of sewage (the “Sewer System”) (collectively, the “System”). As required by the Act and the Lease, the System is operated and maintained by the Department of Environmental Protection of the City (“DEP”). The Board has also entered into a financing agreement, dated as of July 1, 1985, as amended (the “Agreement”), with the Authority and the City for the financing of capital improvements to the System through the issuance of bonds, notes and other obligations under the Authority’s Water and Sewer System General Revenue Bond Resolution adopted on November 14, 1985, as amended (the “Resolution” or the “First Resolution” and, when issued thereunder the “Bonds”), or subordinate obligations of the Authority under its Water and Sewer Second General Revenue Bond Resolution adopted on March 30, 1994, as amended (the “Second Resolution”). Pursuant to the Lease and the Agreement, the Board has agreed to levy and collect rates, fees and charges. Pursuant to the Lease, the City may, with the prior written consent of the Board, grant interests in the Leased Property which, in the reasonable judgment of the Board, do not interfere with the operation and maintenance of the System and the collection of the Revenues from the System.

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds were issued by the Authority pursuant to the First Resolution and its Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution adopted on March 7, 2008 (the “Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution”). The Authority expects to adopt on February 28, 2011 a Supplemental Resolution amending the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution to include certain provisions described herein. The Resolution and the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, as expected to be amended, are collectively referred to herein as the “Resolutions.” The Bank of New York Mellon serves as trustee under the Resolutions (in such capacity, the “Trustee”) and will continue to serve as Trustee unless a successor is appointed in accordance with the Resolutions.

The Bonds are special obligations of the Authority, payable solely from and secured by a pledge of the Revenues, all moneys or securities in any of the funds and accounts established under the Resolution, including the Debt Service Reserve Fund, and all other moneys and securities to be received, held or set aside pursuant to the Resolution, subject only to provisions of the Resolution and the Agreement relating to the use and application thereof. The Board has covenanted in the Agreement to maintain rates, fees and
charges at sufficient levels to produce in each twelve-month period beginning on July 1 (a “Fiscal Year”) an amount equal to 115% of the Aggregate Debt Service and Projected Debt Service on the Bonds (excluding Refundable Principal Installments for the payment of which funds are held in trust) to become due in such Fiscal Year on Bonds, plus 100% of the operation and maintenance expenses of the System certified by the City and of Required Deposits (which includes the debt service on the Second Resolution Bonds and other subordinate debt) to the extent required to be paid from Revenues. The Agreement requires a report of the Rate Consultant setting forth its recommendations as to any revisions of the rates, fees and charges necessary or advisable to meet the requirements of the rate covenant. The Board is obligated to take necessary action to cure or avoid any deficiency. See “SECURITY FOR THE BONDS — RATE COVENANT.” The Agreement also requires a Consulting Engineer to review the operation and maintenance of the System, and further requires the City to operate and maintain the System in accordance with the advice and recommendations of the Consulting Engineer. See “SECURITY FOR THE BONDS.”

Rates, fees and charges are imposed by the Board and are not subject to regulatory approval under current law except for the rates charged to a limited class of upstate users, representing approximately 1.7% of Revenues. See “RATES AND BILLINGS” included by specific reference herein.

The Authority has relied upon AECOM USA, Inc. (“AECOM”), its Consulting Engineer, for certain engineering feasibility information and upon Amawalk Consulting Group LLC (“Amawalk Consulting”), its Rate Consultant, for certain financial estimates and projections. See “ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY REPORT AND FORECASTED CASH FLOWS” included by specific reference herein.

INCLUSION BY SPECIFIC REFERENCE

The portions under the captions identified below of the Fiscal 2011 FF Official Statement dated February 24, 2011 (the “Fiscal 2011 FF Official Statement”), a copy of which is delivered herewith are, subject to the information contained elsewhere herein, included herein by specific reference:

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT — Financial Projection Assumptions
THE AUTHORITY
THE BOARD
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT AND FINANCING PROGRAM
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
RATES AND BILLINGS
THE SYSTEM
ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
LITIGATION
FINANCIAL ADVISORS
FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTINUING DISCLOSURE UNDER SEC RULE 15c2-12
INVESTMENTS
LEGALITY FOR INVESTMENT AND DEPOSIT
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY REPORT AND FORECASTED CASH FLOWS
CERTAIN LEGAL OPINIONS
APPENDIX A — LETTER OF AECOM USA INC. AND FORECASTED CASH FLOWS
APPENDIX B — LETTER OF AMAWALK CONSULTING GROUP LLC, RATE CONSULTANTS
APPENDIX D — FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
APPENDIX F — BOOK-ENTRY ONLY FORM
APPENDIX H — SYSTEM MAPS

Any reference to the Fiscal 2011 FF Bonds in the information incorporated herein by specific reference shall be read to be a reference to the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds unless the context thereof clearly indicates that such information is only applicable to the Fiscal 2011 FF Bonds.
Descriptions of the Authority, the Board, the System and the CIP, together with other information; including summaries of the terms of the Second Resolution, the Agreement and the Lease are set forth in the Fiscal 2011 FF Official Statement. All references herein to the Resolution, the Agreement and the Lease are qualified by reference to the definitive bond forms, and the terms and provisions thereof contained in the Resolution.

**PLAN OF FINANCE**

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds were originally issued and delivered on March 19, 2008. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds, when issued, bore interest at a Daily Rate. In connection with this reoffering, the Rate Period for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds will be converted to a Weekly Rate and the standby bond purchase agreement of Royal Bank of Canada described below under “STANDBY BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR THE FISCAL 2008 SUBSERIES B-2 AND B-4 BONDS” will be substituted for the prior standby bond purchase agreements originally delivered in connection with the issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.


**THE FISCAL 2008 SUBSERIES B-2 AND B-4 BONDS**

**General**

This Reoffering Memorandum describes the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds only while they are in a Daily Rate Mode or a Weekly Rate Mode.

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds were issued in the respective aggregate principal amounts and will mature on the dates as set forth on the inside cover. Interest is payable on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bearing interest at a Daily Rate or a Weekly Rate on the 15th day of each month, commencing March 15, 2011. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are subject to optional and mandatory redemption prior to maturity as described under “Redemption” and to optional and mandatory tender for purchase as described under “Optional Tender for Purchase” and “Mandatory Tender for Purchase.” The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will continue in a Weekly Rate Period until converted to another Rate Period and will bear interest at a rate determined in accordance with the procedures for determining the interest rate during such Rate Period. See “Conversion to an Alternate Rate Period” and “Interest Rates and Reset Dates” below.

Principal and Purchase Price of, and redemption premium, if any, and interest on, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be payable in lawful money of the United States of America. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be reoffered only as fully registered bonds without coupons in minimum denominations of $100,000 and integral multiples of $5,000 in excess thereof when the Rate Period is the Daily Rate Period or the Weekly Rate Period. During the Daily Rate Period or the Weekly Rate Period, interest will be computed on the basis of a 365-day or 366-day year for the actual number of days elapsed.

The Bank of New York Mellon has been appointed as Tender Agent for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. RBC Capital Markets, LLC has been appointed as the Remarketing Agent for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds and for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-4 Bonds (the “Remarketing Agent”).

**Record Dates and Interest Payment Dates**

*Record Dates.* Interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be payable to the registered owner thereof as shown on the registration books kept by the Trustee at the close of business on
the Record Date which will be the immediately preceding Business Day prior to a Bond Payment Date for Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in a Daily Rate Period or a Weekly Rate Period.

Bond Payment Dates. Interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be payable on the 15th day of each calendar month when such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bear interest at a Daily Rate or a Weekly Rate. Interest payable on each Bond Payment Date for Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bearing interest in the Daily Rate Mode or the Weekly Rate Mode shall be the interest accruing and unpaid through and including the day preceding such Bond Payment Date.

Conversion to an Alternate Rate Period

At the election of the Authority, a Subseries of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds may be converted to a different Rate Period by delivering a notice (the “Conversion Notice”) to the applicable Remarketing Agent for such Subseries, the Facility Provider for such Subseries, DTC and the Tender Agent specifying, among other things, the new Rate Mode or Modes to which such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are then subject and the conversion date (which shall be a Reset Date or a Bond Payment Date) (a “Conversion Date”). The Authority must deliver such Conversion Notice at least fifteen days prior to the Conversion Date (or if the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be converted are Book-Entry Bonds, such shorter period as DTC will permit). The Tender Agent is to give written notice to the registered owner of each Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond of the Authority’s election to convert to another Rate Period and the Conversion Date. Such notice is to be given, by first class mail, not later than three calendar days after receipt by the Tender Agent of the Conversion Notice. See “Mandatory Tender for Purchase.”

No Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds may be converted from a Rate Period to a new Rate Period of another duration unless the Trustee and Tender Agent have received an Opinion of Bond Counsel by 10:00 a.m., New York City time, on the Conversion Date.

If the election to convert was withdrawn by the Authority, or if the Remarketing Agent for such Subseries has notified the Tender Agent that it has been unable to remarket the applicable Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds on the Conversion Date, the applicable Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will bear interest in a Daily Rate Period or, at the option of the Authority and in compliance with the provisions of the Resolutions regarding conversion of Rate Modes, any other Rate Period, which Rate Period will be in effect from and after the date on which the Rate Period was to be converted. However, if an Opinion of Bond Counsel is not delivered on or prior to the Conversion Date, the Rate Mode for the Subseries of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds not converted will be the existing Rate Mode.

Upon conversion to the Commercial Paper Rate Mode, the interest coverage provided by the applicable Standby Bond Purchase Agreement would be required to be increased if the Rate Period were longer than 30 days.

Interest Rates and Reset Dates

General. The rate at which a Subseries of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will bear interest during any Rate Period will be the rate of interest that, if borne by such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for such Rate Period, in the judgment of the Remarketing Agent for such Subseries, having due regard for the prevailing financial market conditions for revenue bonds or other securities the interest on which is excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes of the same general nature as Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and which are comparable as to credit and maturity or tender dates with the credit and maturity or tender dates of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, would be the lowest interest rate that would enable such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be sold at a price equal to the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest thereon, if any.

Daily Rate Period. The Daily Rate for each Subseries for any Business Day is to be determined by the Remarketing Agent for the related Subseries and announced by 10 a.m., New York City time, on such Business Day. For any day which is not a Business Day, the Daily Rate will be the Daily Rate for the immediately preceding Business Day.
If with respect to a Subseries (i) a Daily Rate for a Business Day has not been determined by the Remarketing Agent for such Subseries, (ii) no Remarketing Agent for such Subseries shall be serving under the Resolutions, (iii) the Daily Rate determined by the applicable Remarketing Agent cannot for any reason be in effect for such Business Day or (iv) pursuant to the Remarketing Agreement relating to a Subseries the Remarketing Agent is not then required to establish a Daily Rate, the Daily Rate for such Business Day will be the SIFMA Municipal Index on the date such Daily Rate was to have been determined by the Remarketing Agent for such Subseries. “SIFMA Municipal Index” means the SIFMA Municipal Swap Index (formerly the BMA Municipal Swap Index) disseminated by Municipal Market Data, a Thomson Financial Services Company or its successor; or, if at the time a Weekly Rate is to be determined Municipal Market Data has not provided the relevant information on the SIFMA Municipal Index for the most recent Thursday, then the rate determined by Municipal Market Data on the Wednesday next preceding the beginning of the Weekly Rate Period for which such Weekly Rate is to be determined.

**Weekly Rate Period.** Except as described below, the Weekly Rate is to be determined by the Remarketing Agent for the related Subseries and announced by 10 a.m., New York City time, on Thursday of each week. Each Weekly Rate will be in effect for a seven-day period commencing on Thursday and continuing through the next succeeding Wednesday. However, if the Conversion Date upon which a Rate Period has been converted to a Weekly Rate Period is not a Thursday, the initial Weekly Rate will commence on the Conversion Date and will continue through the next succeeding Wednesday which may be less than seven days. The Weekly Rate for such Weekly Rate Period will be determined by the Remarketing Agent for the related Subseries and announced by 4:00 p.m., New York City time, on the Business Day before the Conversion Date.

If with respect to a Subseries (i) a Weekly Rate has not been determined by the applicable Remarketing Agent for such Subseries, (ii) no Remarketing Agent for such Subseries is then serving under the Resolutions, (iii) the Weekly Rate determined by the applicable Remarketing Agent cannot for any reason be in effect or (iv) pursuant to the Remarketing Agreement relating to a Subseries the Remarketing Agent is not then required to establish a Weekly Rate, the Weekly Rate will be the SIFMA Municipal Index on the date such Weekly Rate was to have been determined by the Remarketing Agent.

**Certain Considerations Affecting Variable Rate Bonds**

The Remarketing Agent is Paid by the Authority. The Remarketing Agent’s responsibilities include determining the interest rate from time to time and remarketing Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds that are optionally or mandatorily tendered to it or the Tender Agent by the Beneficial Owners thereof (subject, in each case, to the terms of the Remarketing Agreement). The Remarketing Agent is appointed by the Authority and is paid by the Authority for its services. As a result, the interests of the Remarketing Agent may differ from those of Beneficial Owners and potential purchasers of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

**Determination of Interest Rates by the Remarketing Agent.** On each rate reset date, the Remarketing Agent is required to determine the interest rate that will be effective with respect to the applicable Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds on the effective date. That rate is required by the Resolutions to be the lowest rate necessary in the judgment of the Remarketing Agent to remarket the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at par, plus accrued interest on the effective date. For example, while the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bear interest at a Weekly Interest Rate, by 10 a.m. on Thursday, the Remarketing Agent will determine the interest rate that will be effective on such date.

**The Remarketing Agent May Purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for Its Own Account.** The Remarketing Agent acts as remarketing agent for a variety of variable rate demand obligations issued by many issuers and, in its sole discretion, may purchase such obligations for its own account. The Remarketing Agent is permitted, but not obligated, to purchase tendered Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for its own account and, in its sole discretion, may acquire such tendered Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in order to achieve a successful remarketing of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds (i.e., because there otherwise are not enough buyers to purchase the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds) or for other reasons. However, the Remarketing Agent is not obligated to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, and may cease doing so
at any time without notice. If the Remarketing Agent ceases to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, it may be necessary for the Trustee to draw on the Standby Purchase Agreement to pay tendering Bondholders.

The Remarketing Agent may also make a secondary market in the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds by purchasing and selling Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds other than in connection with an optional or mandatory tender and remarketing. Such purchases and sales must be at fair market value, which may be at, above, or below par. However, the Remarketing Agent is not required to make a secondary market in the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. Thus, investors who purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, whether in a remarketing or otherwise, should not assume that they will be able to sell their Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds other than by tendering the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in accordance with the tender process.

The Remarketing Agent may also sell any Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds it has purchased to one or more affiliated investment vehicles for collective ownership or enter into derivative arrangements with affiliates or others in order to reduce its exposure to the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. The purchase of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds by the Remarketing Agent may create the appearance that there is greater third party demand for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in the market than is actually the case. The practices described above also may result in fewer Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds being tendered.

**Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds May be Offered at Prices Other Than Par.** Pursuant to the Remarketing Agreement, on each rate determination date, the Remarketing Agent is required to determine the interest rate that will be effective with respect to the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds on the effective date. That rate is required by the Resolutions to be the lowest rate necessary in the judgment of the Remarketing Agent to remarket the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at par, plus accrued interest, if any, on the effective date. At the time the new rate becomes effective, the Remarketing Agent is required to use its best efforts to remarket the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at par. The interest rate will reflect, among other factors, the level of market demand for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds (including whether the Remarketing Agent is willing to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for its own account). There may or may not be Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered and remarked on an effective date, and the Remarketing Agent may or may not be able to remarket any Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered for purchase on such date at par. The Remarketing Agent is not obligated to advise purchasers in a remarketing if it does not have third-party buyers for all of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at the remarketing price.

**Under Certain Circumstances, a Remarketing Agent May Cease Remarketing the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.** Under certain circumstances a Remarketing Agent may cease its remarketing efforts, subject to the terms of the Remarketing Agreements.

The information in this caption “Certain Considerations Affecting Variable Rate Bonds” was provided by the Remarketing Agent and is not the responsibility of the Authority.

**Optional Tender for Purchase**

**General.** A Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or any portion thereof equal to an Authorized Denomination may be tendered for purchase, at the Purchase Price, at the option of its registered owner on any Business Day during a Daily Rate Period or a Weekly Rate Period upon giving notice of the registered owner’s election to tender in the manner and at the times described below. Notice of an election to tender a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond registered in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee of DTC, is to be given by the DTC Participant on behalf of the Beneficial Owner of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond and will not be given by DTC.

Notice of the election to tender for purchase a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond registered in any other name is to be given by the registered owner of such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or its attorney-in-fact.
The notice must state the name of the registered owner or the Beneficial Owner and the principal amount of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond, the principal amount of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond to be tendered for purchase and the Business Day on which the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or portion thereof to be tendered for purchase is to be purchased.

A DTC Participant or the registered owner of a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond must give written notice of its irrevocable election to tender such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or a portion thereof for purchase at its option to the Tender Agent, at its Delivery Office, and to the applicable Remarketing Agent, in the case of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bearing interest in a Daily Rate Mode, by no later than 11:00 a.m. on the Optional Tender Date and, in the case of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bearing interest in a Weekly Rate Mode, by no later than 5:00 p.m., New York City time, on any Business Day which is at least seven (7) days prior to the Business Day on which such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or portion thereof is to be purchased.

**Mandatory Tender for Purchase**

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are subject to mandatory tender and purchase at the Purchase Price on the following dates (each a “Mandatory Tender Date”):

(a) on each Conversion Date for Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds being converted to a different Rate Mode;

(b) on the last Business Day of the Daily Rate Period or the Weekly Rate Period, as the case may be, next preceding the effective date of any expiration or earlier termination of the Standby Bond Purchase Agreement then in effect, if at least fifteen days prior to such termination date such Standby Bond Purchase Agreement has not been extended or a substitute liquidity facility has not been obtained;

(c) on the substitution of a liquidity facility for the existing Standby Bond Purchase Agreement if solely as a result of such substitution any Rating Agency would reduce or withdraw any rating assigned to such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds;

(d) on the Business Day immediately preceding the date of termination specified in the Notice of Default delivered by the applicable Facility Provider in accordance with the provisions of the applicable Standby Bond Purchase Agreement; and

(e) on each reset date for so long as Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bear interest in the Commercial Paper Rate Mode or Flexible Rate Mode.

**Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds Deemed Purchased**

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or portions thereof required to be purchased upon a tender at the option of the registered owner thereof or upon a mandatory tender will be deemed to have been tendered and purchased for all purposes of the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, irrespective of whether such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds have been presented and surrendered to the Tender Agent, if on the Tender Date moneys sufficient to pay the Purchase Price thereof are held by the Tender Agent. The former registered owner of a Tendered Bond or a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond deemed to have been tendered and purchased will have no claim thereunder or under the Resolutions or otherwise for payment of any amount other than the Purchase Price, and such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond or portion thereof will no longer be Outstanding for purposes of the Resolutions.

**Purchase Price and Payment**

The Purchase Price of a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond will be the principal amount of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond to be tendered, plus accrued and unpaid interest from the immediately preceding Bond Payment Date.
The Purchase Price of a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond held in a book-entry only system will be paid, in same-day funds, to DTC in accordance with DTC’s standard procedures for effecting same-day payments, as described in “APPENDIX F — BOOK-ENTRY ONLY FORM.” Payment will be made without presentation and surrender of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to the Tender Agent and DTC will be responsible for effecting payment of the Purchase Price to the DTC Participants.

The Purchase Price of any other Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be paid, in same-day funds, only after presentation and surrender of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond to the Tender Agent at its Delivery Office. Payment will be made by 3:00 p.m., New York City time, on the later of the Tender Date or the Business Day on which a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond is presented and surrendered to the Tender Agent.

The Purchase Price is payable solely from, and in the following order of priority, (i) the proceeds of the remarketing of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered for purchase, (ii) moneys made available by the Facility Provider under the Standby Bond Purchase Agreement, if any, (iii) other moneys which have been on deposit with the Trustee or the Tender Agent, as applicable, for at least one hundred twenty-four (124) days prior to and during which no petition by or against the Authority, under the United States Bankruptcy Code of 1978, as amended, 11 U.S.C. Sec. 101 et seq. (the “Bankruptcy Code”) has been filed or any bankruptcy or similar proceeding has been commenced, unless such petition or proceeding has been dismissed and such dismissal is final and not subject to appeal, and (iv) any other moneys the application of which to the payment of the Purchase Price of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds would not, in the opinion of Bond Counsel, constitute a voidable preference in the case of a filing for protection of the Authority under the Bankruptcy Code (collectively, “Available Moneys”).

Remarketing of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds Upon Tender

Pursuant to the Remarketing Agreement, the Remarketing Agent is required to use its best efforts to remarket Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered or deemed tendered for purchase. The Remarketing Agreement sets forth, among other things, certain conditions to the Remarketing Agent’s obligations to remarket Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. If any of the conditions are not satisfied, or if the Remarketing Agent is otherwise unable to remarket any Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, the Purchase Price of such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be paid from amounts obtained from the Facility Provider under the Standby Bond Purchase Agreement, if any, as described below, or from any other Available Moneys furnished by or on behalf of the Authority.

On each Tender Date, the Remarketing Agent is to give notice to the Tender Agent specifying the principal amount of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds which have been tendered for purchase and remarkeeted. The Tender Agent is, on such Tender Date, to obtain funds under the Standby Bond Purchase Agreement in accordance with its terms in an amount equal to the difference between the Purchase Price of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds subject to purchase and the remarketing proceeds available to the Tender Agent.

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will not be subject to mandatory tender for purchase upon such termination or suspension. Upon any failure to pay the Purchase Price of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered for purchase, such 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will continue to be held by the tendering Bondholder and will bear interest from the Tender Date at the Maximum Rate.

Redemption

Optional Redemption. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, while they bear interest at a Weekly Rate, are subject to redemption prior to maturity at the election or direction of the Authority, on any Bond Payment Date, in whole or in part, at the redemption price of 100% of the principal amount of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be redeemed, plus accrued interest, if any, to the redemption date.
Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds — Sinking Fund Redemption. The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds are subject to mandatory redemption prior to maturity in part, by lot, in such manner as the Trustee may reasonably determine, at a redemption price of 100% of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the redemption date, on June 15 in 2023 and 2024 and in the respective principal amounts, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Principal Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>$25,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>75,000,000†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Final Maturity

There will be credited against and in satisfaction of the Sinking Fund Installment payable on any date the principal amount of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds entitled to such Sinking Fund Installment (i) purchased with moneys in the Debt Service Fund, (ii) redeemed at the option of the Authority, (iii) purchased by the Authority and delivered to the Trustee for cancellation and (iv) deemed to have been paid in accordance with the Resolution. Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds purchased with moneys in the Debt Service Fund will be credited toward the next Sinking Fund Installment thereafter to become due. Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds redeemed at the option of the Authority, purchased by the Authority (with moneys other than those on deposit in the Debt Service Fund) or deemed to have been paid in accordance with the Resolution may be applied in the sole discretion of the Authority in satisfaction, in whole or in part, of one or more Sinking Fund Installments.

Selection of Bonds to be Redeemed

In the event less than all of the Outstanding Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds of like maturity are to be redeemed prior to maturity, the Trustee is to select for redemption, using such method of selection as it deems proper in its discretion, the Purchased Bonds of such maturity before selecting any other Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds of such maturity for redemption. Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds of such maturity which are not Purchased Bonds shall be selected by the Trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Resolution.

Notice of Redemption

Notice of redemption is to be given by first class mail, postage prepaid, at least 15 days prior to the date fixed for redemption, to the registered owners of Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be redeemed at their addresses shown on the books of registry. So long as Cede & Co., as nominee of DTC, is the registered owner of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, notice of redemption is to be sent to DTC. No assurance can be given by the Authority that DTC and DTC participants will promptly transmit notices of redemption to Beneficial Owners.

If, on any redemption date, moneys for the redemption of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be redeemed, together with interest thereon to the redemption date, are held by the Trustee so as to be available therefor on such date, and if notice of redemption has been mailed, then interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be redeemed will cease to accrue from and after the redemption date and such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will no longer be considered to be Outstanding under the Resolution.

The notice of redemption may provide that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be due and payable on the redemption date only if moneys sufficient to accomplish such redemption are held by the trustee on the scheduled redemption date.
STANDBY BOND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR THE
FISCAL 2008 SUBSERIES B-2 AND B-4 BONDS

Standby Bond Purchase Agreement

The Authority is required to provide a Credit Facility for the benefit of the Owners of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for so long as such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds bear interest at a Daily Rate, Weekly Rate or Commercial Paper Rate. The Authority is also required to provide a Credit Facility during any Flexible Rate Period if solely as a result of the failure to provide such a Credit Facility, the long-term ratings on such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds would be reduced by any Rating Agency.

The Authority has entered into a Standby Bond Purchase Agreement with respect to the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds and the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-4 Bonds (the “Standby Purchase Agreement”) with Royal Bank of Canada (the “Facility Provider”). The Standby Purchase Agreement is a Credit Facility as defined in the Resolution. Each registered owner of a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond will be entitled to the benefits of the Standby Purchase Agreement under which the Facility Provider has agreed to make available to the Tender Agent, upon receipt of an appropriate demand for payment, the Purchase Price for Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds tendered for purchase and not remarketed. The commitments of the Facility Provider under the Standby Purchase Agreement are sufficient to pay a Purchase Price equal to the Outstanding principal of and up to 35 days’ interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at an assumed interest rate of 9% per annum. The scheduled termination date of the Standby Purchase Agreement is March 1, 2013.

The obligation of the Authority to repay amounts advanced by the Facility Provider under the Standby Purchase Agreement to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be evidenced by the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds purchased by such Facility Provider (the “Purchased Bonds”).

The Standby Purchase Agreement terminates immediately and without notice upon the occurrence of certain events of default (each a “Termination Event”). Termination Events under the Standby Purchase Agreement include (i) failure of the Authority to pay when due any principal of or premium, if any, or interest on any Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or Purchased Bonds (regardless of any waiver thereof by the holders of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds), or any default by the Authority in the payment of principal of or premium, if any, or interest on any bond, note or other evidence of similar indebtedness issued or assumed by the Authority that is secured by or payable from Revenues on a basis that is senior to or on a parity with the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds, or pursuant to the provisions of any resolution, indenture, contract or other instrument, the maturity of any bond, note or other evidence of similar indebtedness issued or assumed by the Authority that is secured by or payable from the Revenues on a basis that is senior to or on a parity with the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, as the result of the occurrence of any default with respect to the payment of any principal or interest thereunder, shall be accelerated or required to be paid prior to the stated maturity thereof; (ii) the occurrence and continuance of an “Event of Default” under the Resolution described under clause (v) of “Summary of the First Resolution — Defaults and Remedies” in Appendix C hereto, consisting of the Authority’s filing of a petition or otherwise seeking relief under any federal or State bankruptcy or similar law; (iii) each of Moody’s Investors Service (“Moody’s”), Standard & Poor’s Rating Service (“S&P”) and Fitch Inc. (“Fitch”) shall (x) assign a rating to any debt of the Authority which is secured on a parity with the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds below “Baa3” in the case of Moody’s and below “BBB—” in the case of S&P and Fitch or (y) withdraw or suspend any such rating for a credit-related reason; (iv) (x) the Authority or the State or any other governmental authority having jurisdiction over the Authority shall impose a debt moratorium, debt restructuring, debt adjustment or comparable extraordinary restriction on repayment when due and payable of the principal of or interest on any debt obligations of the Authority secured by a lien on Revenues or (y) the Authority shall (A) apply for or consent to the appointment of, or there shall occur the taking or possession by, a receiver, custodian, trustee, liquidator or sequestrator (or other similar official) of itself or of all or of a substantial part of its property or assets, (B) admit in writing its inability to pay its debts as they become due or shall become insolvent within the meaning of
Section 101(32) of the United States Bankruptcy Code, (C) make a general assignment for the benefit of creditors, (D) file a petition seeking to take advantage of any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, liquidation, winding-up or composition or adjustment of debts, or (E) take any action for the purpose of effecting any of the acts set forth in clauses (A) through (D) above; (v) a final, nonappealable judgment shall be issued by a court of competent jurisdiction that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds (including Purchased Bonds) or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement or the Resolution relating to (A) the payment of principal or interest on any Subseries of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds (including Purchased Bonds) or (B) the pledge of Revenues supporting Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds shall cease for any reason to be valid and binding, or the Authority shall initiate legal proceedings or assert in legal proceedings or otherwise publicly contest, acting through an official of the Authority having authority to do so, that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement relating to (A) the payment of principal or interest on any Subseries of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds (including Purchased Bonds) or (B) the pledge of Revenues supporting Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds is invalid or that the Authority has no liability thereon; and (vi) if the Authority fails to pay a final, nonappealable money judgment in an amount in excess of $10,000,000 for a period of 90 days after such judgment becomes final, non-appealable and enforceable.

Additionally, the Standby Purchase Agreement provides that the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds shall be suspended immediately and without notice upon the occurrence of certain events (each a “Suspension Event”). Suspension Events consist of (x) the issuance of a judgment that is appealable or non-final but is otherwise described in the Termination Event set forth in clause (v) above (such judgment a “Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment”) and the passage of 30 days after the issuance thereof during which such Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment has not been overturned or stayed upon appeal (provided that the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds following the stay of any Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment shall be suspended immediately (without the lapse of another 30 day time period) if such stay is lifted pursuant to a subsequent Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment) and (y) an involuntary case or other proceeding shall be commenced against the Authority seeking liquidation, reorganization or other relief with respect to it or its debts under any bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar law now or hereafter in effect or seeking the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, custodian or other similar official of it or any substantial part of its property; or an order for relief shall be entered against the Authority under the federal bankruptcy laws as now or hereafter in effect.

Following any Suspension Event described in clause (x), the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds immediately shall terminate and the Facility Provider shall be under no further obligation to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds under the Standby Purchase Agreement (i) from the date on which a court of competent jurisdiction shall enter a final, nonappealable judgment that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement or of the Resolution relating to (A) the payment of principal of or interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or (B) the pledge of the Revenues supporting the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds, as applicable, shall cease for any reason to be valid and binding and (ii) from the date that is the earlier of (x) the expiry of the Standby Purchase Agreement and (y) three years after the date of issuance of the relevant Nonfinal Invalidity Judgment, if on such date the relevant litigation is still pending and a final and nonappealable judgment related thereto has not been obtained.

Following any Suspension Event described in clause (y), the Facility Provider’s obligations to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds immediately shall terminate and the Facility Provider shall be under no further obligation to purchase Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds under the Standby Purchase Agreement upon the earlier of (A) the 60th day following the commencement of such insolvency proceeding in the event such proceeding is not dismissed or stayed during such 60 day period and (B) the court entering an order granting the relief sought in such proceeding.

Following the occurrence of any Suspension Event, the obligation of the Facility Provider under the Standby Purchase Agreement immediately shall be reinstated and the terms of the Standby Purchase Agreement shall be reinstated.
Agreement will continue in full force and effect (unless it shall otherwise have terminated by its terms) as if there had been no such suspension on the date on which (i) in the case of a Suspension Event described in clause (x) above, on the date on which a court of competent jurisdiction shall issue a judgment that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or any provision of the Standby Purchase Agreement or of the Resolution, as applicable, relating to (A) the payment of principal of or interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds or (B) the pledge of the Revenues supporting the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds and Purchased Bonds, as applicable, is valid and binding, and (ii) in the case of a Suspension Event described in clause (y) above, the case or proceeding is terminated prior to the earlier of (A) the expiration of the 60 day period set forth therein or (B) the court entering an order granting the relief sought in such case or proceeding.

Additionally, the Standby Purchase Agreement provides that the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are subject to mandatory tender at the option of the Facility Provider upon the occurrence of certain other events of default.

The preceding is a summary of certain provisions expected to be included in the Standby Purchase Agreement and the proceedings under which the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds were issued, and is subject in all respects to the underlying documents, copies of which will be available for inspection during business hours at the office of the Tender Agent. Information regarding the Facility Provider is included herein as “APPENDIX G — DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY PROVIDER.” Neither the Authority nor the Remarketing Agent make any representation with respect to the information in “APPENDIX G — DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY PROVIDER.”

Substitution of a Credit Facility

The Authority may replace a Credit Facility with a substitute Credit Facility; provided, however, that the Subseries of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds which are secured by such Credit Facility will be subject to mandatory tender on the substitution date if, solely as a result of such substitution, any Rating Agency would reduce or withdraw any rating assigned to such Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

No later than five Business Days prior to the effective date of a substitute Credit Facility the Tender Agent shall give notice to the Holders of the Outstanding Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to which such Credit Facility relates, which notice is to contain, among other things: (i) a description of such substitute Credit Facility (including the date of expiration of such Credit Facility); (ii) the name of the Facility Provider of such substitute Credit Facility; (iii) a statement as to the ratings on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds as a result of the substitution of such substitute Credit Facility for the then existing Credit Facility; and (iv) a statement that the Opinion of Bond Counsel and the opinion of counsel to the Facility Provider necessary for such substitute Credit Facility to become effective have been obtained.

The failure of any Holder of a Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bond to receive such notice will not affect the validity of the proceedings in connection with the effectiveness of such substitute Credit Facility.

SECURITY FOR THE BONDS

Revenues

The Act empowers the Board to establish and collect rates, fees and charges for the use of service provided by the System in order to receive Revenues, which together with other available amounts, will be sufficient to place the System on a self-sustaining basis. All Revenues of the System are deposited by the Board in the Local Water Fund held by the Board. The Authority holds a statutory first lien on the Revenues for the payment of all amounts due to the Authority under the Agreement. In the event that the Board fails to make any required payment to the Authority, the Authority or the Trustee may petition for the appointment, by any court having jurisdiction, of a receiver to administer the affairs of the Board, and, with court approval, establish rates and charges to provide Revenues sufficient to make required payments. However, no holder or owner of any bond or note issued by the Authority, or any receiver of the System, may compel the sale of any part of the System.
The City has covenanted in the Agreement to operate and maintain the System in accordance with the advice and recommendations of the Consulting Engineer. Such obligation to operate and maintain the System may be enforced by the Authority in accordance with the provisions of the Act and the terms of the Agreement and the Lease and is not contingent on payment by the Board. The amounts required to operate and maintain the System are certified to the Board by the City and reviewed by the Consulting Engineer.

Beginning on the first day of each month the Board is required to pay to the Trustee under the Resolution the Revenues in the Local Water Fund, for deposit in the Revenue Fund established under the Resolution until the amount so deposited equals the Minimum Monthly Balance and the Required Deposits for such month. The Minimum Monthly Balance is the amount required to accumulate the funds necessary for timely payment of all debt service on Outstanding Bonds. Required Deposits are the amounts required to be paid from Revenues for deposit to the Authority Expense Fund (including both periodic and termination payments under Interest Rate Exchange Agreements (see “APPENDIX D — FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — Note 5”)), the Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund, including amounts required for payment of the Second Resolution Bonds and other subordinate debt. See “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Summary of the Agreement — Minimum Monthly Balance.”

Amounts on deposit in the Revenue Fund are required to be paid to the following funds established under the Resolution in the following order of priority: first, to the Debt Service Fund; second, to the Authority Expense Fund; third, to the Debt Service Reserve Fund to replenish any deficiency therein; fourth, to the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund. If amounts on deposit in such Debt Service Fund or such Debt Service Reserve Fund are less than the requirements thereof, amounts on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund are required to be used to make up such deficiency. See “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Summary of the First Resolution — Payments into Certain Funds.”

In each month, after making required payments to the Revenue Fund, the Board is required, after paying monthly Board Expenses, to pay the City 1/12 of the Operating Expenses for the current Fiscal Year from the balance remaining in the Local Water Fund. After making such payments, any amounts remaining in the Local Water Fund in each month are paid proportionately (a) to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund until the total of all amounts deposited in the Revenue Fund equals the Cash Flow Requirement for such Fiscal Year and (b) to the City until all amounts required to be paid to the City for Operating Expenses for such Fiscal Year have been paid. For a more complete description of the required payments from the Local Water Fund, see “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Summary of the First Resolution” and “Summary of the Agreement.”

The Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will be on a parity with the currently Outstanding Bonds and with Bonds hereafter issued, and are payable from and secured by a pledge of (i) all Revenues, (ii) all moneys or securities in any of the Funds and Accounts established under the Resolutions and (iii) all other moneys and securities to be received, held or set aside pursuant to the Resolution, subject only to the provisions of the Resolution and the Agreement permitting the application thereof for the purposes and on the terms and conditions set forth therein, including the making of any required payments to the United States with respect to arbitrage earnings. See “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Summary of the First Resolution” and “Summary of the Agreement.”

Pursuant to the Agreement, the Resolution and the Second Resolution, the Revenues received by the Board will be applied in the manner set forth in the following chart. The information contained in such chart is qualified by reference to the Agreement, the Resolution and the Second Resolution.
Consolidated Flow of Funds

First: Daily transfer from Local Water Fund (Monthly Requirement)

General Resolution Revenue Fund

- Debt Service Fund
- Authority Expenses
- DSRF Refills
- Subordinated Indebtedness Fund

Second Resolution Revenue Fund

- Second Resolution Debt Service Fund
- Arbitrage Rebate Fund

Second: Daily transfer from Local Water Fund (Monthly Requirement)

Water Board Expenses

Third: Daily transfer from Local Water Fund (Monthly Requirement)

System Operations and Maintenance

Fourth: Daily transfer from Local Water Fund (Up to Annual Requirement)

Pro rata to:
- First Resolution Revenue Fund: for annual Debt Service, Authority expenses, DSRF, Subordinate Indebtedness (Second Resolution)
- System Operations and Maintenance

Fifth - Seventh: Daily transfer from Local Water Fund (After Debt Service is set aside; typically funded during the last few months of the fiscal year)

City lease payment, operating and maintenance reserve replenishment, surplus including pay as you go capital

Debt Service Reserve Fund

The Resolution establishes a Debt Service Reserve Fund and requires as a condition to the issuance of each Series of Bonds that there be deposited into the Debt Service Reserve Fund the amount, if any, necessary to make the amount on deposit therein equal to the Debt Service Reserve Requirement, after giving effect to the issuance of such Bonds. The Debt Service Reserve Requirement is an amount equal to maximum annual Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service in the then current or any future Fiscal Year on all Bonds Outstanding. Amounts on deposit in the Debt Service Reserve Fund will be applied, to the extent Revenues are not available, to pay Principal Installments and interest on the Bonds. In lieu of making cash deposits to the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Authority may satisfy the Debt Service Reserve Requirement by depositing Financial Guaranties into the Debt Service Reserve Fund. See “Appendix C — Glossary and Summary of Certain Documents — Summary of the First Resolution-Debt Service Reserve Fund.”

On June 30, 2010 the market value of the securities and cash in the Debt Service Reserve Fund was in excess of the Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement which was approximately $795.4 million as of such date.
**Rate Covenant**

The Board has covenanted in the Agreement to establish, fix, revise and collect rates, fees and charges for the use of, or the services furnished by the System, adequate, together with other available funds, to provide for (i) the timely payment of Principal Installments of and interest on all Bonds, and the principal of and interest on any other indebtedness of the Authority (which includes Second Resolution Bonds and other subordinate debt) payable from Revenues, (ii) the proper operation and maintenance of the System, (iii) all other payments required for the System not otherwise provided for, and (iv) all other payments required pursuant to the Agreement and the Lease.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Board has covenanted to establish and collect rates, fees and charges sufficient in each Fiscal Year so that Revenues collected in such Fiscal Year will be at least equal to the sum of 115% of Aggregate Debt Service and Projected Debt Service on all Bonds (excluding Refundable Principal Installments that are payable from funds held in trust therefor) payable in such Fiscal Year, and 100% of the Operating Expenses and Required Deposits (including debt service on Second Resolution Bonds and other subordinate debt) required to be paid from Revenues for such Fiscal Year (the “Rate Covenant”).

Under the Resolution and the Second Resolution, the Authority is required to submit to the Board by May 1 of each year the Authority Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year showing the itemized estimated Cash Flow Requirement for such Fiscal Year. At the beginning of each month, the Authority is to recalculate the Cash Flow Requirement for the then current Fiscal Year and to submit any revisions to the Authority Budget required as a consequence to the Board. The Authority Budget and Cash Flow Requirement are to be used by the Board to set rates, fees and charges.

The Board has covenanted in the Agreement to review the adequacy of rates, fees and charges at least annually. If such annual review, or the report of the Rate Consultant required pursuant to the Agreement, indicates that the rates, fees and charges are or will be insufficient to meet the requirements of the Rate Covenant described above, the Board will promptly take the necessary action to cure or avoid any such deficiency. In addition, under the Agreement, the City, which is responsible for billing, collecting and enforcing collections of rates and charges established by the Board, has agreed that it will diligently pursue all actions necessary to cure or avoid any such deficiency.

The Board has covenanted in the Agreement that it will not furnish or supply or cause to be furnished or supplied any product, use or service of the System free of charge or at a nominal charge, and will enforce (or cause the City to enforce) the payment of any and all amounts owing to the Board for use of the System, except to the extent required by the Act, as in effect on July 24, 1984.

**Additional Bonds**

The Authority may issue additional Bonds to pay for capital improvements to the System, to pay or provide for the payment of Bonds, Second Resolution Bonds and bond anticipation notes, including commercial paper notes, to refund general obligation bonds of the City issued for water or sewer purposes and to fund certain reserves. Under the Resolution, additional Bonds may be issued only upon satisfaction of certain requirements, including receipt by the Trustee of:

(a) a certificate by an Authorized Representative of the Authority to the effect that the Revenues for either of the last two Fiscal Years immediately preceding the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are to be issued were at least equal to the sum of 115% of the Aggregate Debt Service during such Fiscal Year (excluding from Aggregate Debt Service any Principal Installments, or portion thereof, paid from a source other than Revenues), and 100% of the sum of the Operating Expenses of the System certified by the City and the Required Deposits for such Fiscal Year, and

(b) a certificate of the Rate Consultant to the effect that the estimated Revenues for each of the following five Fiscal Years (plus the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are issued) after giving effect to any increases or decreases in rates, fees and charges projected for such Fiscal Years will be at least equal to the sum of 115% of the maximum estimated Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service on all Bonds then
Outstanding including the Bonds to be issued, and 100% of the sum of the projected Operating Expenses and Required Deposits for such Fiscal Years. Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service includes an assumed amortization of Refundable Principal Installments under certain circumstances.

The Authority may issue additional Bonds for the purpose of refunding Outstanding Bonds without satisfaction of the requirements described above only if:

(a) the average annual debt service on the refunding Bonds does not exceed the average annual debt service on the Bonds to be refunded, and

(b) the maximum debt service in any Fiscal Year on the refunding Bonds does not exceed the maximum debt service in any Fiscal Year on the Bonds to be refunded.

See “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Summary of the First Resolution.”

**Authority Debt**

At the date of this Reoffering Memorandum, the Authority has approximately $10.2 billion aggregate principal amount of Outstanding Bonds (Capital Appreciation Bonds are included at their full accreted value at maturity). In addition, at the date of this Reoffering Memorandum, the Authority has approximately $16.0 billion aggregate principal amount of Outstanding Second Resolution Bonds. Of such First Resolution Bonds and Second Resolution Bonds, approximately $2.7 billion are variable rate demand bonds, none of which is insured, and none of which is an auction rate bond. The Authority is currently authorized to have outstanding up to $800 million of commercial paper notes, including the Extendable Municipal Commercial Paper Notes described below (the “Commercial Paper Notes”).

Second Resolution Bonds are payable from, among other sources, and secured by, a pledge of amounts on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund, subject to the first lien on such amounts in favor of the First Resolution Bonds. Amounts on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund will be available, to the extent not utilized for First Resolution Bonds, to pay debt service on Second Resolution Bonds.

The Commercial Paper Notes are special obligations of the Authority, the proceeds of which are used to pay the costs of capital improvements to the System. The Commercial Paper Notes, Series One and Series Six are each payable from standby line of credit agreements which provide liquidity for such Commercial Paper Notes. The Authority has authorized its Extendable Municipal Commercial Paper Notes, Series Seven and Extendable Municipal Commercial Paper Notes, Series Eight (collectively, the “EMCP Notes”). Principal of and interest on the EMCP Notes are not payable from any liquidity or credit facility and are payable from remarketing proceeds and the proceeds of additional EMCP Notes, Bonds or Second Resolution Bonds. Interest on the Commercial Paper Notes is secured by the Revenues of the System and the moneys and investments from time to time on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund and the funds and accounts established under the respective commercial paper resolutions authorizing their issuance. However, the pledge of the Revenues and the moneys and investments from time to time on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund is subject and subordinate to the pledge thereof made by the Resolution for the benefit of the holders of Bonds. Principal of the Commercial Paper Notes is secured solely by the proceeds of bonds issued to repay the Commercial Paper Notes.

The Authority’s obligations to the banks providing standby lines of credit in connection with outstanding Commercial Paper Notes, including the Authority’s obligation to pay principal of and interest on indebtedness incurred under such lines of credit, are secured by a pledge of the moneys and investments on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund on a parity with the pledge to secure the Second Resolution Bonds. Indebtedness incurred by the Authority under such lines of credit, if not repaid within 90 days, becomes payable over a period ending on the earlier of (i) three years after expiration of the line of credit agreement or (ii) five years after the date of incurrence of such indebtedness. Interest on such advances is also secured by a pledge of Revenues which is subordinate to the pledge securing the Bonds.
Derivatives

In an effort to reduce its borrowing costs over the life of its bonds, the Authority has entered into interest rate exchange agreements. For more information on the Authority’s interest rate exchange agreements, see “APPENDIX D — FINANCIAL STATEMENTS — Note 5.”

Covenant of the State

Section 1045-t of the Act constitutes a pledge of the State to the holders of Bonds not to limit or alter the rights vested in the Authority or the Board by the Act to fulfill the terms of any agreement made with or for the benefit of the holders of the Bonds until such obligations together with the interest thereon are fully met and discharged.

APPROVAL OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

In connection with the remarketing of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, certain legal matters will be passed upon for the Authority by Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, New York, New York, Bond Counsel. A complete copy of the form of opinion of Bond Counsel delivered at the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is set forth as Appendix E-1. The form of the Remarketing Opinion to be delivered by Bond Counsel on the date of remarketing is set forth as Appendix E-2. Certain legal matters will be passed upon for the City and the Board by the City’s Corporation Counsel. Certain legal matters will be passed upon for the Remarketing Agent by Nixon Peabody LLP, New York, New York.

RATINGS

S&P has issued a long-term rating of “AAA” on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, Fitch has issued a long-term rating of “AA+” on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, and Moody’s has issued a long-term rating of “Aa1” on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.


Such ratings reflect only the views of the respective rating agencies, from which an explanation of the significance of such ratings may be obtained. There is no assurance that any rating will continue for any given period of time or that any or all will not be revised downward or withdrawn entirely. Any such downward revision or withdrawal could have an adverse effect on the market price of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

REMARKETING

The Remarketing Agent has agreed, subject to certain conditions, to remarket the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds at an aggregate price which is equal to the initial offering price thereof. The obligations of the Remarketing Agent are subject to certain conditions precedent, and the Remarketing Agent will be obligated to remarket all of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds if any of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds are remarketed.

TAX MATTERS

On the date of original issuance and delivery of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP (“Bond Counsel”), delivered an opinion to the effect that, based upon an analysis of then existing laws, regulations, rulings and court decisions, and assuming, among other matters, the accuracy of certain representations and compliance with certain covenants, interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes under
Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the “Code”). It was the further opinion of Bond Counsel that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is not a specific preference item for purposes of the federal individual or corporate alternative minimum income taxes, although Bond Counsel observed that such interest is included in adjusted current earnings when calculating corporate alternative minimum taxable income. It was the further opinion of Bond Counsel that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is exempt from personal income taxes imposed by the State of New York or any political subdivision thereof (including The City of New York). A complete copy of the opinion Bond Counsel delivered at the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is set forth as Appendix E-1. In connection with the remarketing of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, Bond Counsel will deliver its opinion (the “Remarketing Opinion”) to the effect that the conversion of Rate Period on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 Bonds from a Daily Rate to a Weekly Rate and the substitution of the Standby Bond Purchase Agreements on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will not, in and of themselves, adversely affect any exclusion from gross income of interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for federal income tax purposes. The text of the Remarketing Opinion to be delivered by Bond Counsel is set forth as Appendix E-2. Bond Counsel is not rendering any opinion on the current tax status of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

As described in the Official Statement relating to the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, the Code imposes various restrictions, conditions and requirements relating to the exclusion from gross income for federal income tax purposes of interest on obligations such as the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. The Authority has made certain representations and covenanted to comply with certain restrictions, conditions and requirements designed to ensure that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds will not be included in federal gross income. Inaccuracy of these representations or failure to comply with these covenants may result in interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds being included in gross income for federal income tax purposes, possibly from the date of original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. The opinion of Bond Counsel rendered in connection with the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds assumed the accuracy of these representations and compliance with these covenants. Bond Counsel has not undertaken to determine (or to inform any person) whether any actions taken (or not taken), or events occurring (or not occurring), or any other matters coming to Bond Counsel’s attention after the date of issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds may adversely affect the value of, or the tax status of interest on, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. Accordingly, the opinion of Bond Counsel is not intended to, and may not, be relied upon in connection with any such actions, events or matters.

Although the opinion of Bond Counsel rendered in connection with the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds stated that interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds is excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes and is exempt from personal income taxes imposed by the State of New York or any political subdivision thereof (including The City of New York), the ownership or disposition of, or the accrual or receipt of interest on, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds may otherwise affect a Beneficial Owner’s federal, state or local tax liability. The nature and extent of these other tax consequences depends upon the particular tax status of the Beneficial Owner or the Beneficial Owner’s other items of income or deduction. Bond Counsel expresses no opinion regarding any such other tax consequences.

Future legislative proposals, if enacted into law, clarification of the Code or court decisions may cause interest on the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds to be subject, directly or indirectly, to federal income taxation or to be subject to or exempted from state income taxation, or otherwise prevent Beneficial Owners from realizing the full current benefit of the tax status of such interest. The introduction or enactment of any such future legislative proposals, clarification of the Code or court decisions may also affect the market price for, or marketability of, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds. Prospective purchasers of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds should consult their own tax advisors regarding any pending or proposed federal or state tax legislation, regulations or litigation, as to which Bond Counsel expresses no opinion.
The opinion of Bond Counsel rendered in connection with the original issuance of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds was based on current legal authority, covers certain matters not directly addressed by such authorities, and represents Bond Counsel’s judgment as to the proper treatment of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for federal income tax purposes. It is not binding on the IRS or the courts. Furthermore, Bond Counsel cannot give and has not given any opinion or assurance about the future activities of the Authority, or about the effect of future changes in the Code, the applicable regulations, the interpretation thereof or the enforcement thereof by the IRS. The Authority has covenanted, however, to comply with the requirements of the Code.

Bond Counsel’s engagement with respect to the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds ended with their execution and delivery on March 19, 2008. Unless separately engaged, Bond Counsel is not obligated to defend the Authority or the Beneficial Owners regarding the tax-exempt status of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds in the event of an audit examination by the IRS. Under current procedures, parties other than the Authority and its appointed counsel, including the Beneficial Owners, would have little, if any, right to participate in the audit examination process. Moreover, because achieving judicial review in connection with an audit examination of tax-exempt bonds is difficult, obtaining an independent review of IRS positions with which the Authority legitimately disagrees, may not be practicable. Any action of the IRS, including but not limited to selection of the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds for audit, or the course or result of such audit, or an audit of bonds presenting similar tax issues may affect the market price for, or the marketability of, the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds, and may cause the Authority or the Beneficial Owners to incur significant expense.

NEW YORK CITY MUNICIPAL WATER FINANCE AUTHORITY
GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS
GLOSSARY

Set forth below are definitions of certain terms contained in the Agreement, the Lease, the Resolution and not otherwise defined in this Reoffering Memorandum.

**Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service:** For any Fiscal Year and as of any date of calculation is the sum of the Adjusted Debt Service for all Series of Bonds Outstanding during such Fiscal Year.

**Adjusted Debt Service:** For any Fiscal Year, as of any date of calculation and with respect to any Series of Bonds, is the Debt Service for such Fiscal Year for such Series except that, if any Refundable Principal Installment of such Series of Bonds is included in Debt Service for such Fiscal Year, Adjusted Debt Service shall mean Debt Service determined as if each such Refundable Principal Installment had been payable over a period extending from the due date of such Refundable Principal Installment through the last date on which such Series of Bonds could have been stated to mature under the Act as in effect on the date of issuance of such Series, in installments which would have required equal annual payments of Principal Installments and interest over such period. Interest deemed payable in any Fiscal Year after the actual due date of any Refundable Principal Installment of any Series of Bonds shall be calculated at the actual interest cost payable on the Bonds of such Series (using the actuarial method of calculation).

**Aggregate Debt Service:** For any Fiscal Year, as of any date of calculation, the sum of the Debt Service for all Bonds Outstanding during such Fiscal Year.

**Authority Expenses:** All reasonable or necessary current expenses of the Authority, including all salaries, administrative, general, commercial, engineering, advertising, public notice, auditing and legal expenses, insurance and surety bond premiums, fees paid to banks, insurance companies or other financial institutions for the issuance of Credit Facilities, consultants’ fees and charges, payment to pension, retirement, health and hospitalization funds, costs of public hearings, ordinary and current rentals of equipment and other property, lease payments for real property or interests therein, expenses, liabilities and compensation of any Fiduciary and all other expenses necessary, incidental or convenient for the efficient operation of the Authority. Bond Counsel has determined that payments made under an Interest Rate Exchange Agreement are deemed Authority Expenses if the Interest Rate Exchange Agreement relates to First Resolution Bonds.

**Authorized Newspaper:** The Bond Buyer or any other newspaper of general circulation printed in the English language and customarily published at least once a day for at least five days (other than legal holidays) in each calendar week in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State of New York, designated by the Authority.

**Authorized Representative:** In the case of both the Authority and the Board, their respective Chairman or Executive Director, or such other person or persons so designated by resolution of the Authority or the Board, as the case may be, and in the case of the City, the Mayor, unless a different City official is designated to perform the act or sign the document in question.

**Bond or Bonds:** For purposes of the Agreement and the Resolution (and as used in this Reoffering Memorandum unless the context otherwise requires), the bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness issued by the Authority under and pursuant to the Act and the Resolution, including Parity Bond Anticipation Notes and Parity Reimbursement Obligations; but shall not mean Subordinated Indebtedness or other Bond Anticipation Notes or Reimbursement Obligations; and for purposes of the Lease, means any bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness for borrowed money issued by the Authority.

**Bond Counsel’s Opinion:** An opinion signed by an attorney or firm of attorneys of nationally recognized standing in the field of law relating to revenue bonds of municipalities and public agencies, selected by the Authority and satisfactory to the Trustee.
**Bond Payment Date:** June 15 and December 15 of each year; provided, however, that if any such day is not a Business Day, then the Bond Payment Date shall be the next succeeding Business Day.

**Business Day:** Any day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or a day on which the New York Stock Exchange, banking institutions chartered by the State or the United States of America or the Note Trustee are legally authorized to close in the City.

**Cash Flow Requirement:** For each Fiscal Year and as of any date of certification, the amount, certified by the Authority to the Trustee and the Board equal to the difference between (A) the sum of (i) the estimated Aggregate Debt Service for such Fiscal Year, (ii) the Projected Debt Service for such Fiscal Year, (iii) the estimated Authority Expenses for such Fiscal Year, and (iv) the other Required Deposits estimated for such Fiscal Year and (B) (i) if the certification is made prior to the commencement of the Fiscal Year, the amount anticipated by the Authority as of such date of certification to be held by the Trustee, as of the first day of such Fiscal Year, in the Revenue Fund and (ii) if the certification is made after the commencement of such Fiscal Year, the amount which had been anticipated pursuant to (B) (i) above.

**Consulting Engineer:** AECOM USA, Inc. or such other independent engineer or engineering firm of recognized standing selected by the Authority and satisfactory to the Board.

**Corporation:** The New York State Environmental Facilities Corporation and any successor entity which may succeed to its rights and duties respecting the State Revolving Fund.

**Cost or Costs of a Water Project:** The cost of construction, as such term is defined in the Act, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the erection, alteration, improvement, increase, enlargement or rehabilitation of the System or a Water Project, the inspection and supervision thereof, the engineering, architectural, legal, fiscal, economic and environmental investigations and studies, designs, surveys, plans, specifications, procedures and other actions incidental thereto; the cost of the acquisition of all Property; the cost of demolishing, removing or relocating any buildings or structures on lands so acquired (including the cost of acquiring any lands to which such buildings or structures may be moved or relocated); the cost of all systems, facilities, machinery, appurtenances, equipment, financing charges and interest prior to, during and after construction (if not paid or provided for from revenues or other sources); the cost of engineering and architectural surveys, plans and specifications; the cost of consultants’ and legal services; the cost of lease guarantee or bond insurance; other expenses necessary, reasonably related or incidental to the construction of such Water Project and the financing of the construction thereof, including the cost of Credit Facilities, the amounts authorized in the Resolution to be paid into any reserve or other special fund from the proceeds of Bonds and the financing or the placing of any Water Project in operation, including reimbursement to any governmental entity or any other person for expenditures that would be Costs of such Water Project and all claims arising from any of the foregoing.

**Counterparty:** An entity whose senior long term debt obligations, or whose obligations under an Interest Rate Exchange Agreement are guaranteed by a financial institution whose senior long term debt obligations, have a rating (at the time the subject Interest Rate Exchange Agreement is entered into) of Aa or better by Moody’s Investors Service and CC or better by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services.

**Credit Facility:** A letter of credit, revolving credit agreement, standby purchase agreement, surety bond, insurance policy or similar obligation, arrangement or instrument issued by a bank, insurance company or other financial institution which provides for payment of all or a portion of the Principal Installments or interest due on any Series of Bonds or provides funds for the purchase of such Bonds or portions thereof.

**Debt Service:** For any Fiscal Year or part thereof, as of any date of calculation and with respect to any Series, means an amount equal to the sum of (a) interest payable during such Fiscal Year or part thereof on Bonds of such Series, except to the extent that such interest is to be paid from amounts representing Capitalized Interest and (b) the Principal Installments of the Bonds of such Series payable during such Fiscal Year or part thereof. Such interest and Principal Installments for such Series shall be calculated on the assumption that (x) no Bonds of such Series Outstanding at the date of calculation will cease to be Outstanding except by reason of the payment thereof upon stated maturity or upon mandatory redemption.
by application of Sinking Fund Installments and (y) Variable Rate Bonds will bear interest at the greater of
(A) the rate or rates which were assumed by the Authority in the Authority Budget for such Fiscal Year to
be borne by Variable Rate Bonds during such Fiscal Year or (B) the actual rate or rates borne during such
Fiscal Year on Variable Rate Bonds Outstanding during the 12 calendar months preceding the date of
calculation.

**Debt Service Reserve Requirement:** As of any date of calculation, and for any Fiscal Year, shall
mean the amount equal to the maximum Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service in the current or any future
Fiscal Year on all Bonds Outstanding; provided, however, that, if (i) the payment of the Principal
Installments of or interest on any Series of Bonds or portion thereof is secured by a Special Credit Facility,
(ii) the payment of the Tender Option Price of any Option Bond of a Series is secured by a Special Credit
Facility or (iii) the Authority has determined in a Supplemental Resolution authorizing the issuance of a
Series of Bonds that such Series of Bonds will not be secured by the Common Account in the Debt Service
Reserve Fund, the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Series may specify the Debt Service Reserve
Requirement, if any, for the Bonds of such Series.

**DEC:** The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and any successor entity
which may succeed to its rights and duties respecting the State Revolving Fund.

**Defeasance Obligations:** (A) any non-callable bonds or other obligations which as to principal and
interest constitute direct obligations of, or are guaranteed by the United States of America, including
obligations of any agency thereof or corporation which has been or may hereafter be created pursuant to an
Act of Congress as an agency or instrumentality of the United States of America to the extent
unconditionally guaranteed by the United States of America or (B) any other non-callable receipt,
certificate or other evidence of an ownership interest in obligations or in specified portions thereof (which
may consist of specified portions of the interest thereon) of the character described in subclause (A);
provided, however, that, when used in connection with any Bond authorized to be issued by a Supplemental
Resolution adopted on or after June 1, 2001, such term also means: (C) a non-callable obligation of the
United States of America which has been stripped by the United States Department of Treasury itself or by
any Federal Reserve Bank (not including “CATS,” “TIGRS” and “TRS” unless the Authority obtains
Rating Confirmation with respect to the Bonds to be defeased); (D) the interest component of REFCORP
bonds for which separate payment of principal and interest is made by request of the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York in book-entry form; (E) an obligation of any state or territory of the United States of America,
any political subdivision of any state or territory of the United States of America, or any agency, authority,
public benefit corporation or instrumentality of such state, territory or political subdivision (i) the interest
on which is excludable from gross income under Section 103 of the Code, (ii) that, at the time an investment
therein is made or such obligation is deposited in any fund or account established pursuant to the
Resolution, is rated in the highest rating category of the Rating Agencies, (iii) that is not subject to
redemption prior to maturity other than at the option of the holder thereof or either (1) has irrevocably
been called for redemption or (2) as to which irrevocable instructions have been given to call such
obligation on a stated future date and (iv) the timely payment of the principal or redemption price thereof
and interest thereon is fully secured by a fund consisting only of cash or obligations described in clauses (A),
(B), (C), (D), (E) or (F), which fund may be applied only to the payment of principal, interest and
redemption premium, if any, on the obligation secured thereby; and (F) a non-callable note, bond,
debenture, mortgage or other evidence of indebtedness that, at the time acquired, is (i) issued or guaranteed
by the Federal National Mortgage Association, the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, the
Student Loan Marketing Association, the Federal Farm Credit System or any other instrumentality of the
United States of America and (ii) rated in the highest rating category of the Rating Agencies; provided,
further, that the term “Defeasance Obligations” shall not mean any interest in a unit investment trust or a
mutual fund.

**Financial Guaranties:** One or more of the following: (i) irrevocable, unconditional and unexpired
letters of credit issued by banking institutions the senior long-term debt obligations of which (or the holding
company of any such banking institution) have (at the time of issue of such letter of credit) a rating of Aa2 or
better by Moody’s Investors Service and CC or better by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services; or (ii) an
irrevocable and unconditional policy or policies of insurance in full force and effect issued by municipal bond insurers the obligations insured by which are eligible for a rating of Aa or better by Moody’s Investors Service and CC or better by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services; in each case providing for the payment of sums for the payment of Principal Installments of an interest on Bonds in the manner provided in the Resolution; and providing further that any Financial Guaranty of the type described in (i) above must be drawn upon, on a date which is at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration date of such Financial Guaranty, in an amount equal to the deficiency which would exist if the Financial Guaranty expired, unless a substitute Financial Guaranty is acquired prior to such expiration date as provided in a related Supplemental Resolution.

Fiscal Year: The twelve-month period commencing on July 1 of each year; provided, however, that the Authority, the Board and the City may agree on a different twelve-month period as the Fiscal Year and in such event the dates set forth in the Agreement, the Lease and the Resolution shall be adjusted accordingly.

Government Obligation: A direct obligation of the United States of America, an obligation the principal of, and interest on which are guaranteed as to full and timely payment by the United States of America, an obligation (other than an obligation subject to variation in principal repayment) to which the full faith and credit of the United States of America are pledged, an obligation of a federal agency guaranteed as to full and timely payment by the United States of America and approved by the Authority, and a certificate or other instrument which evidences the ownership of, or the right to receive all or a portion of the payment of, the principal of or interest on, direct obligations of the United States of America.

Interest Rate Exchange Agreement: Any financial arrangement (i) that is entered into by the Authority with an entity that is a Counterparty at the time the arrangement is entered into; (ii) which provides that the Authority shall pay to such entity an amount based on the principal amount of a Series of Bonds, and that such entity shall pay to the Authority an amount based on the principal amount of such Series of Bonds, in each case computed in accordance with a formula set forth in such agreement, or that one shall pay to the other any net amount due under such arrangement; (iii) which has been designated in writing to the Trustee by an Authorized Representative of the Authority as an Interest Rate Exchange Agreement with respect to a Series of Bonds and (iv) which, in the opinion of Bond Counsel, will not adversely affect the exclusion of interest on Bonds from gross income for the purposes of federal income taxation.

Investment Securities shall mean and include any of the following securities, if and to the extent the same are at the time legal investments by the Authority of the funds to be invested therein and conform to the policies set forth in any investment guidelines adopted by the Authority and in effect at the time of the making of such investment:

(i) direct obligations of, or obligations guaranteed as to principal and interest by, the State or direct obligations of any agency or public authority thereof, provided such obligations are rated, at the time of purchase, in one of the two highest rating categories by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on Outstanding Bonds;

(ii) (A) any bonds or other obligations which as to principal and interest constitute direct obligations of, or are guaranteed by the United States of America, including obligations of any agency thereof or corporation which has been or may hereafter be created pursuant to an Act of Congress as an agency or instrumentality of the United States of America to the extent unconditionally guaranteed by the United States of America or (B) any other receipt, certificate or other evidence of an ownership interest in obligations or in specified portions thereof (which may consist of specified portions of the interest thereon) of the character described in subclause (A) of this clause (ii);

(iii) obligations of any agency, subdivision, department, division or instrumentality of the United States of America; or obligations fully guaranteed as to interest and principal by any agency, subdivision, department, division or instrumentality of the United States of America;
(iv) banker’s acceptances or certificates of deposit issued by a commercial bank (A) whose long-term debt obligations are rated by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Outstanding Bonds at least equal to the rating on Outstanding Bonds that are not insured or otherwise secured by a Credit Facility or a Special Credit Facility, (B) that has its principal place of business within the State and (C) that has capital and surplus of more than $100,000,000;

(v) corporate securities, including commercial paper and fixed income obligations, which are, at the time of purchase, rated by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on Outstanding Bonds in its highest rating category for comparable types of obligations;

(vi) repurchase agreements collateralized by securities described in clauses (ii) or (iii) above with any registered broker/dealer or with any domestic commercial bank whose long-term debt obligations are rated “investment grade” by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on Outstanding Bonds, provided that (1) a specific written repurchase agreement governs the transaction, (2) the securities are held, free and clear of any lien, by the Trustee or an independent third party acting solely as agent for the Trustee, and such third party is (a) a Federal Reserve Bank, or (b) a bank which is a member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and which has combined capital, surplus and undivided profits of not less than $25 million, and the Trustee shall have received written confirmation from such third party that it holds such securities, free and clear of any lien, as agent for the Trustee, (3) the repurchase agreement has a term of thirty days or less, or the Trustee will value the collateral securities no less frequently than monthly and will liquidate the collateral securities if any deficiency in the required collateral percentage is not restored within five business days of such valuation, (4) the fair market value of the collateral securities in relation to the amount of the repurchase obligation, including principal and interest, is equal to at least 102% and (5) the repurchase agreement meets the guidelines then applicable to such investments of each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on Outstanding Bonds;

(vii) investment agreements or guaranteed investment contracts with any financial institution whose senior long term debt obligations, or whose obligations under such an investment agreement or guaranteed investment contract, are guaranteed by a financial institution whose senior long term debt obligations, have a rating (at the time such agreement or contract is entered into) in one of the two highest rating categories for comparable types of obligations by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds;

(viii) money market funds rated in the highest rating category for comparable types of obligations by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds; and

(ix) municipal obligations, the payment of principal and redemption price, if any, and interest on which is irrevocably secured by obligations of the type referred to in clauses (i), (ii) or (iii) above and which obligations have been deposited in an escrow arrangement which is irrevocably pledged to the payment of such municipal obligations and which municipal obligations are rated in the highest rating category for comparable types of obligations by each Rating Agency then maintaining a rating on the Bonds.

Leased Property: The real and personal property and other rights therein leased by the City to the Board pursuant to Article II of the Lease.

Local Water Fund: The special trust fund by that name established by the Act in the custody of the Board into which all Revenues are required to be deposited promptly upon receipt thereof by the Board.

Minimum Monthly Balance: For each Series of Bonds Outstanding, the monthly amount calculated in accordance with Section 4.3(a) of the Agreement. See “Summary of Certain Documents — Summary of the Agreement — Minimum Monthly Balance” in this Appendix C.

O&M Reserve Fund Requirement: For each Fiscal Year, the amount equal to one-sixth (1/6) of the Operating Expenses as set forth in the Annual Budget.
Operating Expenses: All reasonable or necessary current expenses of maintaining, repairing, operating and managing the System net of governmental operating aid, including: all salaries; administrative, general, commercial, architectural, engineering, advertising, public notice, auditing, billing, collection, enforcement and legal expenses; insurance and surety bond premiums; consultants’ fees; payments to pension, retirement, health and hospitalization funds; taxes; payments in lieu of taxes; costs of public hearings; ordinary and current rentals of equipment or other property; hydrant rentals; lease payments for real property or interests therein (excluding certain amounts paid by the Board to the City pursuant to the Lease); depository expenses; reasonable reserves for maintenance and repair and all other expenses necessary, incidental or convenient for the efficient operation of the System; but only to the extent properly attributable to the Board or the System and payable by the Board to the City pursuant to the Lease and, except for certain administrative expenses of the Board, payable by the Board to the City pursuant to the Lease.

Option Bonds: Bonds which by their terms may be tendered by and at the option of the owner thereof for payment by the Authority prior to the stated maturity thereof, or the maturates of which may be extended by and at the option of the owner thereof.

Outstanding: As of any date, all Bonds therefore or thereupon being authenticated and delivered under the Resolution except:

(a) any Bonds canceled by the Trustee at or prior to such date;

(b) any Bond (or portion thereof) for the payment or redemption of which there shall be set aside and held in trust under the Resolution either:

   (i) moneys in an amount sufficient to pay when due the Principal Installments or Redemption Price thereof, together with all accrued interest,

   (ii) Defeasance Obligations in such principal amounts, of such maturities, bearing such interest and otherwise having such terms and qualifications, as are necessary to provide moneys (whether as principal or interest) in an amount sufficient to pay when due the Principal Installments or Redemption Price thereof, together with all accrued interest, or

   (iii) any combination of (i) and (ii) above,

and, if such Bond or portion thereof is to be redeemed, for which notice of redemption has been given as provided in Article VI of the Resolution or provision satisfactory to the Trustee has been made for the giving of such notice;

(c) any Bond in lieu of or in substitution for which other Bonds have been authenticated and delivered; and

(d) any Bond deemed to have been paid as provided in Section 1201(b) of the Resolution.

Parity Bond Anticipation Notes: Bond Anticipation Notes the interest on which is payable from and secured by a pledge of, and a lien on, a parity with all other Bonds.

Permitted Encumbrances: When used with reference to the System, (i) any and all liens, encumbrances, security interests or other defects in or clouds on title existing on the Effective Date, (ii) the Lease, (iii) easements, rights of way and exceptions which do not materially impair the operation or maintenance of the Leased Property or the Revenues therefrom, (iv) mechanics’, materialmen’s, warehousemen’s and other similar liens, as permitted by law and liens for taxes at the time not delinquent or being contested and (v) agreements for the sale and leaseback of elements of the System.

Principal Installment: As of any date of calculation and with respect to any Series, so long as any Bonds thereof are Outstanding, (i) the principal amount of Bonds (including (x) any amount designated in, or determined pursuant to, the applicable Supplemental Resolution, as the “principal amount” with respect to any Bonds which do not pay full current interest for all or any part of their term) (y) the Tender Option Price of any Option Bonds which may be tendered for purchase or payment prior to the stated maturity
thereof in accordance with the terms of the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Option Bonds, unless such amount is secured by a Credit Facility which is not in default and (z) the principal amount of any Parity Reimbursement Obligations of such Series due (or so tendered for payment) on a certain future date for which no Sinking Fund Installments have been established, or (ii) the unsatisfied balance of any Sinking Fund Installments due on a certain future date for Bonds of such Series, or (iii) if such future dates coincide as to different Bonds of such Series, the sum of such principal amount of Bonds and of such unsatisfied balance of Sinking Fund Installments due on such future date. “Principal Installment” does not include the principal of Parity Bond Anticipation Notes.

**Project Financing Agreement:** Any Project Financing Agreement to be entered into among the Authority, the City, DEC and the Corporation pursuant to the State Revolving Fund Act.

**Projected Debt Service:** For any Fiscal Year or part thereof means, as of any date of calculation and with respect to any Projected Series of Bonds, an amount, certified by the Authority to the Trustee and the Board, as provided in the Agreement, equal to the Debt Service estimated by the Authority to be payable during such Fiscal Year on such Projected Series.

**Projected Series of Bonds:** Any Series of Bonds described in an Authority Budget as anticipated to be issued in the Fiscal Year to which such Authority Budget relates.

**Rate Consultant:** The independent accountant or firm of independent accountants, or a management consultant or firm of management consultants, or independent engineer or firm of independent engineers, having, in any case, a recognized standing in the field of water and sewer system consulting selected by the Authority and satisfactory to the Board. The Rate Consultant may be the same firm as the Consulting Engineer.

**Rating Agencies:** Moody’s Investors Service and Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services and their respective successors and assigns.

**Rating Confirmation:** A written confirmation of each Rating Agency to the effect that the rating assigned to each of the Bonds rated by such Rating Agency will remain unchanged and will not be withdrawn, suspended or reduced as a consequence of some act or occurrence.

**Redemption Price:** When used with respect to a Bond or portion thereof, the principal amount thereof plus the applicable premium, if any, payable upon either optional or mandatory redemption thereof pursuant to the Resolution.

**Refundable Principal Installment:** Any Principal Installment for any Series of Bonds which the Authority intends to pay with moneys which are not Revenues, provided that such intent shall have been expressed in the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Series of Bonds and provided further that such Principal Installment shall be a Refundable Principal Installment only through the date of the Authority Budget adopted during the Fiscal Year immediately preceding the Fiscal Year in which such Principal Installment comes due unless the Authority has delivered to the Trustee a certificate of an Authorized Representative that it has made provision for the payment of such Principal Installment from a source other than Revenues.

**Refunding Bond:** Any Bond authenticated and delivered on original issuance pursuant to Section 206 or Section 207 of the Resolution for the purpose of refunding any Outstanding Bonds or thereafter authenticated and delivered in lieu of or substitution for such Bond pursuant to the Resolution.

**Reimbursement Obligation:** The obligation of the Authority described in the Resolution to directly reimburse the issuer of a Credit Facility for amounts paid by such issuer thereunder, whether or not such obligation to so reimburse is evidenced by a promissory note or other similar instrument.

**Required Deposits:** For any Fiscal Year, amounts, if any, payable into the Authority Expense Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund but only to the extent such payments are required to be made from Revenues pursuant to the Resolution.
Revenues shall mean (a) all the rents, fees, charges, payments and other income and receipts derived by the Board from users of the System, together with all operating aid therefrom from any governmental entity, federal, State or local, to the Board, (b) investment proceeds and proceeds of insurance received by the Board (other than the proceeds of insurance with respect to the damage or destruction of all or any portion of the System), (c) Subsidy Payments derived by the Authority, (d) amounts derived by the Authority from a Counterparty pursuant to an Interest Rate Exchange Agreement, and (e) investment proceeds derived from amounts on deposit in the Funds and Accounts established hereunder that are deposited or retained in the Revenue Fund or the Local Water Fund, and but shall not include (w) amounts required to be refunded because of billing or payment errors, (x) any amount attributable to any of the foregoing sources described in clause (a) which (i) is expressly excluded by the Agreement or the Lease, or (ii) is derived from a use of the System not directly related to the supply, treatment and distribution of water to the consumers thereof or the collection, disposal or treatment of sewage, (y) any amount from any governmental entity, federal, State or local, in aid of or for or with respect to the Costs of Water Projects, other than Subsidy Payments, or (z)(i) fines (excluding interest on late payments which shall constitute Revenues), (ii) amounts from the use of water to generate electricity, (iii) amounts from the State as a result of mandatory water discharges from reservoirs or (iv) amounts from the granting of easements, licenses, rights-of-way or other interests in the real property constituting a part of the System.

Special Credit Facility: With respect to any Series of Bonds or portion thereof, a Credit Facility (a) which provides funds for (i) the direct payment of the Principal Installments of and interest on such Bonds when due or (ii) the payment of the Principal Installments of and interest on such Bonds in the event amounts otherwise pledged to the payment thereof are not available when due or (iii) the payment of the Tender Option Price of any Option Bond which may be tendered to the Authority for purchase or payment in accordance with the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Option Bond (in any case, regardless of whether such Credit Facility provides funds for any other purpose) and (b) which (i) requires the Authority to directly reimburse the issuer of such Credit Facility for amounts paid thereunder and (ii) provides that such obligation is a Parity Reimbursement Obligation.

State: The State of New York.

State Revolving Fund: The New York State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund established pursuant to the State Revolving Fund Act.


Subordinated Indebtedness: Any bond, note or other evidence issued by the Authority in furtherance of its corporate purposes under the Act and payable from the subordinated Indebtedness Fund.

Subsidy Payments shall mean amounts payable to the Authority from any governmental entity, federal, State or local, in connection with Bonds of the Authority.

Supplemental Resolution: A resolution of the Authority authorizing the issuance of a Series of Bonds or otherwise amending or supplementing the Resolution.

System: The Water System and the Sewerage System, collectively, as such terms are defined in the Act.

Tender Option Price: With respect to any Option Bond tendered for purchase or payment, an amount equal to the principal amount thereof plus interest accrued and unpaid thereon from the immediately preceding Bond Payment Date to the date of such tender.

Trustee: The trustee appointed by the Authority pursuant to the Resolution, and any successors thereto.

Variable Rate Bond: As of any date of determination, any Bond on which the interest rate borne thereby may vary during any part of its remaining term.

Water Project: Any sewerage facility, water facility or water and sewerage facility, as the case may be, including the planning, development, financing or construction thereof.
Summary of Certain Documents

The following are brief summaries of certain provisions of the Agreement, the Lease, the Authority General Resolution. These summaries do not purport to be complete and are subject in all respects to the provisions of, and are qualified in their entirety by, reference to the respective documents to which they relate.

Summary of the Agreement

Financing of Water Projects. The Authority agrees to use its best efforts to finance all or a part of the Cost of all Water Projects described in Appendix A to the Agreement. In consideration for the Authority’s issuance of the Bonds, the Board gives, grants, conveys and transfers to the Authority all of its right, title and interest in the Revenues, including without limitation, all of its rights to collect and receive said Revenues subject only to provisions of the Act, the Agreement and the Resolution permitting the application of said Revenues to the purposes therein set forth. The Board itself incurs no indebtedness under the terms of the Agreement, Lease, Resolution or any other document executed in connection therewith. (Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4)

Transfer of Funds. The Authority shall deposit the proceeds of each Series of Bonds with the Trustee in accordance with the provisions of the Resolution and the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Series; provided, however, that the portion of the proceeds designated to pay the Costs of any Water Project shall be held only in the Construction Fund established pursuant to the Resolution.

The Authority shall authorize payment of such Costs in the manner set forth in the Resolution once evidence thereof is provided in a Certificate signed by an Authorized Representative of the Board or City, as the case may be. Neither the Authority nor the Trustee shall be required to provide funds to pay the Costs of Water Projects from any source other than the Construction Fund, and neither the Authority nor the Trustee shall pay to the City from such Fund any amount in excess of that set aside for the purposes thereof, or for the Projects listed in Appendix A to the Agreement. (Sections 3.1 and 3.2)

Local Water Fund. The Board shall deposit all Revenues, as promptly as practicable after receipt, into the Local Water Fund. There shall also be deposited in the Local Water Fund all amounts received by the Board from the Trustee pursuant to the Resolution. (Section 4.1)

Establishment of Certain Funds and Application of Revenues in Local Water Fund. The Board shall establish two special funds (in addition to the Local Water Fund) to be held by the Board at a Depositary: the Board Expense Fund and the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund, with the General Account therein. The Board shall hold such funds as trust funds and the amounts on deposit shall only be applied for the purposes provided in the Agreement.

Beginning on the first day of each month in each Fiscal Year, the Board is required to apply the Revenues in the Local Water Fund, first, to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund until the amount on deposit in the Revenue Fund equals the Minimum Monthly Balance for such month and the Trustee shall have received the amounts, if any, required to be deposited in the Authority Expense Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund for such month. Thereafter, in such month from the balance remaining in the Local Water Fund, the Board is required, after making provision for Board Expenses, to pay to the City 1/12th of the operating expenses for such Fiscal Year. After making such payments, any amounts remaining in the Local Water Fund in each month are applied daily (i) to satisfy the Cash Flow Requirement (if the required payments to the City for Operating Expenses have been made), (ii) to satisfy required payments to the City for Operating Expenses (if the Cash Flow Requirement has been satisfied) or (iii) proportionately, to the Trustee for deposit in the Revenue Fund and to the City for the payment of Operating Expenses, until the total of all amounts deposited in the Revenue Fund during such Fiscal Year equals the Cash Flow Requirement and all Operating Expenses required to be paid shall have been paid. Thereafter, as long as the amount on deposit in the Revenue Fund in each month is equal to the Minimum Monthly Balance and the Cash Flow Requirement continues to be met, all such amounts in the Local Water Fund shall be paid as follows: first, to the Authority until the total of the amounts so paid equals
the principal of and interest on any bonds, notes or other obligations of the Authority (other than Bonds, Bond Anticipation Notes, and Subordinated Indebtedness) payable within the then current Fiscal Year, together with all other amounts necessary to make the required deposits to the reserve and other funds and amounts established for such bonds, notes or other obligations; second, to the City until the amounts so paid are equal to the rental payment for such Fiscal Year and the unsatisfied balance, if any, of the rental payment for any prior Fiscal Year; and, third, to the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund, until the amount therein on deposit is equal to the O&M Reserve Requirement for such Fiscal Year. Any amounts remaining in the Local Water Fund on the last day of each Fiscal Year shall be paid to the General Account in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund. (Section 4.2)

**Minimum Monthly Balance.** The Minimum Monthly Balance shall be calculated as of the first day of the month and shall be equal to the sum of:

(i) For each Series of Bonds which is Outstanding during the current Fiscal Year, an amount equal to the product obtained by multiplying (a) the difference between (1) the amount of interest due or projected to be due on the next succeeding Bond Payment Date for such Series and (2) the amount, if any, held in the applicable subaccount for such Series in the Capitalized Interest Account in the Debt Service Fund by (b) a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of full months since the end of the month preceding the last Bond Payment Date for such Series, the number of full months since the last day of the month preceding the date of issuance of such Series) and the denominator of which is the number of months between Bond Payment Dates minus one (or, with respect to the first Bond Payment Date for such Series, the number of full months between the last day of the month preceding the date of issuance of such Series and the first Bond Payment Date minus one); provided, however, that if this formula would produce (A) a fraction greater than one, then the fraction shall be equal to one, or (B) a denominator less than one, then the fraction shall be equal to one; plus

(ii) For each Series of Bonds which is Outstanding during the current Fiscal Year, an amount equal to the Principal Installment due or projected to be due on the next succeeding Bond Payment Date for such Series which falls within twelve months or less on which a Principal Installment is due, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of full months since the last day of the month preceding the last Bond Payment Date on which a Principal Installment was due (or, with respect to the first such Bond Payment Date, twelve minus the number of full months to the first Bond Payment Date on which a Principal Installment is due), and the denominator of which is eleven; provided, however, that if this formula would produce a fraction greater than one, then the fraction shall be equal to one. (Section 4.3)

**Deposits to Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund.** There shall be deposited to the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund in each Fiscal Year from the sources described below the amount required, if any, so that the amounts on deposit therein satisfy the O&M Reserve Fund Requirement for the ensuing Fiscal Year.

Deposits to the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund may be made from the proceeds of the sale of Bonds of the Authority, from the Local Water Fund, or from any other moneys lawfully available therefor, subject to the following limitations:

(i) The maximum deposit to the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund from the proceeds of Bonds of the Authority, as of any time of calculation, may not exceed the O&M Reserve Fund Requirement then in effect, reduced by the cumulative sum of prior deposits thereto from proceeds of Bonds of the Authority.

(ii) Deposits to the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund from the Local Water Fund shall be subject to the priorities established in Section 4.2 of the Agreement.

(iii) If there shall be a deficit in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund on May 1 of any Fiscal Year, and if as of such May 1 the Board does not project that available Revenues will at least equal the O&M Reserve Requirement for such Fiscal Year by June 30 of such Fiscal Year, then the
Board shall include in its Annual Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year an amount sufficient, together with other amounts available therefor, to at least equal the O&M Reserve Fund Requirement for the ensuing Fiscal Year.

If on July 1 of any Fiscal Year the amount on deposit in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund is less than the O&M Reserve Fund Requirement, such deficit shall (subject to paragraph (i) above) be made up from the proceeds of the sale of Bonds issued during such Fiscal Year; provided, however, if, prior to May 1 of such Fiscal Year such deficit has not been made up from Bond proceeds, the Board shall include the amount of such deficit in its Annual Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year and the amounts necessary to restore such deficit shall be deposited in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund.

Amounts required to be deposited in the General Account shall be held separate and apart from other amounts held in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund and applied as described below. (Section 4.4)

Application of Moneys in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund. If on the first day of any month the Board has not paid to the City an amount equal to the product of (i) the amount required to be paid for Operating Expenses pursuant to Section 8.1 of the Lease, multiplied by (ii) a fraction the numerator of which is the number of months which have commenced during such Fiscal Year, and the denominator of which is 12, the Board shall withdraw from the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund and pay to the City, on demand, an amount equal to 1/12 of the amount so required to be paid pursuant to Section 8.1 of the Lease, or the entire balance in such Fund if less than sufficient. Amounts on deposit in the General Account may be applied (i) to purposes provided for in Section 4.2, (ii) to the payment of Bonds in accordance with Article XII of the Resolution or (iii) to the Costs of Water Projects, but shall be retained therein to the extent required by the Annual Budget. (Section 4.5)

Application of Moneys in Board Expense Fund. Amounts on deposit in the Board Expense Fund shall be applied by the Board solely for the purposes of paying expenses of the Board, in accordance with the Annual Budget. (Section 4.6)

Application of Revenues After Default. The Board has covenanted that if an “event of default” (as defined in the Resolution) shall occur, the Board shall pay or cause to be paid to the Trustee, upon its request, all moneys and securities then held by the Board in the Local Water Fund and thereafter the Revenues as promptly as practicable after receipt. (Section 4.7)

Amounts Remaining. Any amounts received or held by the Authority or the Trustee pursuant to the Resolution, any similar document or the Agreement after all Bonds and other evidences of indebtedness have been paid in full or are no longer Outstanding and after payment of all other obligations and expenses of the Authority, or provision for payment thereof has been made, shall be paid to the City.

Any payments by the City to the Water Board pursuant to Section 1045-h(3) of the Act shall be confined to consideration for the sale of goods or the rendering of services by the Water Board to the City pursuant to the Lease or the Agreement as contemplated by the Act. (Section 4.8)

Rate Covenant. The Board has covenanted and agreed to establish, fix and revise fees, rates or other charges for the use of or services furnished by the System which, together with any other available funds, are adequate to provide for (i) the timely payment of the Principal Instalments of and interest on all Bonds and the principal of and interest on any other indebtedness of the Authority payable from Revenues, (ii) the proper operation and maintenance of the System, (iii) all other payments required for the System not otherwise provided for and (iv) all other payments required pursuant to the Agreement and the Lease. Without intending to limit the generality of the foregoing, the Board has also covenanted to establish and collect rates, fees and charges sufficient in each Fiscal Year so that Revenues collected in such Fiscal Year will be at least equal to the sum of (i) 115% of estimated Aggregate Debt Service and Projected Debt Service payable in such Fiscal Year (excluding any Refundable Principal Instalment if payable from funds held in trust therefor and assuming with respect to Variable Rate Bonds that the effective rate of interest is that which the Authority determines so long as such rate is not less than the rate such Bonds bear at the time Aggregate Debt Service is determined), (ii) 100% of the Operating Expenses and Authority Expenses
payable in such Fiscal Year and (iii) 100% of the amount necessary to pay the other Required Deposits for such Fiscal Year. However, a failure to generate such Revenues does not constitute an “event of default” if the Board takes timely action to correct any such deficit. The Board shall review, at least annually, such rates, fees and charges to determine whether such rates, fees and charges are, or will be, sufficient to meet the requirements thereof and shall promptly take action to cure or avoid any deficiency. Except to the extent required by Section 1045-j of the Act, as in effect on July 24, 1984, with regard to the requirement that tax exempt organizations be charged for service provided by the System or by existing agreements (including any successor agreements with Jamaica Water), the Board will not furnish or supply any product, use or service of the System free of charge or at a nominal charge. (Section 6.1)

Consulting Engineer and Rate Consultant. The Authority shall employ a Consulting Engineer and a Rate Consultant whose duties, respectively, shall be to make any certificates and perform any other acts required or permitted of the Consulting Engineer and the Rate Consultant under the Agreement and the Resolution. If so determined by the Authority, the same person or firm may perform the duties and functions of the Consulting Engineer and the Rate Consultant.

In each Fiscal Year, the Consulting Engineer and the Rate Consultant shall make an examination of, and shall report to the Authority, the Board, the City and the Trustee, on the properties and operations of the System. The report of the Rate Consultant shall set forth among other findings, the Rate Consultant’s recommendation as to any necessary or advisable revisions of rates, fees and charges for the ensuing Fiscal Year and such other advice and recommendation as it may deem desirable. The Consulting Engineer’s report shall set forth its findings as to whether the System has been maintained in good repair and sound operating condition, and its estimate of the amount, if any, required to be expended to place such properties in such condition and the details of such expenditures and the approximate time required therefor. The City covenants that if any such report of the Consulting Engineer shall set forth that the properties of the System have not been maintained in good repair and sound operating condition, it will promptly restore the properties to good repair and sound operating condition with all expedition practicable. (Section 6.2)

Covenant to Operate and Maintain System. The City has covenanted that it shall, at all times:

(a) in accordance with the advice and recommendations of the Consulting Engineer, operate the System properly and in a sound and economical manner and maintain, preserve, and keep the same preserved and kept with the appurtenances and every part and parcel thereof, in good repair, working order and condition, and from time to time make, or cause to be made, all necessary and proper repairs, replacements and renewals so that at all times the operation of the System may be properly and advantageously conducted, regardless of any failure on the part of the Board to make the payments to the City required by Section 8.1 of the Lease; provided, however, that nothing contained in the Agreement shall require the City to operate, maintain, preserve, repair, replace, renew or reconstruct any part of the System if there shall be filed with the Board, the Authority and the Trustee (i) a certificate of the Commissioner acting as the Authorized Representative of the City stating that in the opinion of the City abandonment of operation of such part of the System will not adversely affect the operation of the System or the amount of Revenues derived therefrom and is not prejudicial to the interests of the Board, the Authority or the Bondholders and (ii) a Certificate of the Consulting Engineer concurring with such statement;

(b) enforce the rules and regulations governing the operation, use and services of the System established from time to time by the Board or the City;

(c) observe and perform all of the terms and conditions contained in the Act, and comply with all valid acts, rules, regulations, orders and directions of any legislative, executive, administrative or judicial body having competent jurisdiction of the City or the System; provided, however, that the failure of the City to comply with the covenant contained in this subsection (c) for any period shall not constitute a default on its part so long as the City (i) is taking reasonable and timely steps to permit compliance and (ii) the City shall have delivered to the Board and to the Authority a Certificate of the Consulting Engineer which (1) sets forth in reasonable detail the facts and circumstances attendant to such non-compliance, (2) sets forth the steps being taken by the City to permit compliance, (3) sets
forth the estimated date on which the City will be in compliance and (4) states that in the opinion of the Consulting Engineer such non-compliance during the period described will not adversely affect the operation of the System or the amount of Revenues to be derived therefrom; and

(d) not create or suffer to be created any lien or charge upon the System or any part thereof except for Permitted Encumbrances. (Section 6.3)

Annual Budget. On May 1 of each year (or on such later date as the Authority, the Board and the City may agree) the Authority shall deliver to the Board a certified copy of the Authority Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year showing the Cash Flow Requirement for such Fiscal Year. Based upon the information contained in (a) the Authority Budget, (b) the City’s certification pursuant to Section 8.3 of the Lease and (c) the Certificate of the Consulting Engineer delivered to the Board pursuant to Section 8.3 of the Lease (collectively, the “Budget Documents”), the Board shall prepare the Annual Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year. In addition to the information contained in the Budget Documents the Board shall also make provision in the Annual Budget for Board Expenses for the ensuing Fiscal Year, for the amount, if any, required to be deposited in the Operation and Maintenance Reserve Fund in accordance with Section 4.4 of the Agreement, and for the application of the amounts in the General Account therein. Thereafter, but in no event later than 15 days after the date of publication of the Executive Budget of the City, the Board shall adopt such Annual Budget. Promptly after adoption of the Annual Budget, and in no event later than June 10 (or such other date as the Authority, the Board and the City may agree) of each year, the Board shall establish the rates, fees and charges for the use of the System for the ensuing Fiscal Year. The Board may from time to time, either before or after commencement of the Fiscal Year to which it relates, amend the Annual Budget, but (except for its own expenses) only in accordance with and after receipt of amended Budget Documents. If as of the first day of any Fiscal Year an Annual Budget has not been adopted, the Annual Budget for the immediately preceding Fiscal Year shall be the Annual Budget for such Fiscal Year until a new Annual Budget is adopted. (Section 6.4)

Tax Exemption. The City, the Authority and the Board have covenanted that so long as any Bonds shall be Outstanding, no one will take any action, nor fail to take any action, which, if taken or not taken, as the case may be, would adversely affect the tax-exempt status of the interest payable on the Bonds then Outstanding, the interest on which is excluded from gross income under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. (Section 6.5(b))

Discontinuance of Service. The Board has covenanted to enforce or cause the City to enforce the rules and regulations providing for discontinuance of, or disconnection from, the supply of water or the provision of sewer service, or both, as the case may be, for non-payment of fees, rents, rates or other charges imposed by the Board, provided that such discontinuance or disconnection shall not be carried out except in the manner and upon the notice as is required of a waterworks corporation pursuant to Sections 89(b)(3)(a)-(c) and 116 of the Public Service Law of the State. (Section 6.7)

Covenant of City as to Rates and Charges. The City has covenanted that, upon the issuance of the Bonds by the Authority, the City will not thereafter levy user fees, rents and other charges with respect to the System until all Bonds are paid or are no longer Outstanding pursuant to the terms of the Resolution; provided, however, that the City may levy ad valorem taxes to pay the costs and expenses of the System or to pay the principal of and interest on any general obligation bonds of the City issued to finance the System or any part thereof. (Section 6.9)

Books and Records. Each of the Authority and the Board shall keep or cause to be kept proper books of record and account in which complete and correct entries shall be made of all transactions relating to their corporate purposes under the Act. In accordance with Section 1045-y of the Act, the Authority and the Board shall annually submit to the Mayor, the Comptroller and the Director of Management and Budget of the City a detailed report concerning their activities for the Fiscal Year. In addition, the Authority and the Board shall submit to the Mayor, the Comptroller and the Director of Management and Budget of the City audited annual financial statements of the Authority and the Board together with a report thereon of an accountant satisfactory to the Board. (Section 6.11)
**Liens.** Until the Bonds or other evidences of indebtedness issued by the Authority for its purposes under the Act have been paid in full or provision has been made therefor in accordance with the Resolution or similar document, the Agreement provides that the Board shall not create, and, to the extent it has the power to do so, shall not permit to be created, any lien upon or pledge of the Revenues except the lien and pledge thereon created by the Act. *(Section 6.12)*

**Security Interests.** Except to the extent provided in the Act, neither the Board nor the Authority may grant any Bondholder any security interest in any of the assets or Properties of the Board. *(Section 6.13)*

**Financing through State Revolving Fund.** In connection with the financing of Water Projects by the Authority with funds provided from the State Revolving Fund, the City may enter into a Project Financing Agreement or Agreements among DEC, the Corporation and the Authority and make in any such agreement certain representations, warranties, covenants and agreements. *(Section 6.16)*

**Agreement of the State.** Under the provisions of the Agreement, the parties pledge and agree, for and on behalf of the State as provided in the Act, that the State will not alter or limit the rights vested by the Act in the Authority or the Board to fulfill the terms of any agreement made with or for the benefit of the Bondholders, or in any way impair the rights and remedies of Bondholders, until the Bonds, together with the interest thereon, interest on any unpaid installment of interest, and all costs and expenses incurred in any action or proceeding by or on behalf of such holders, are fully met and discharged. *(Section 7.1)*

**Events of Default and Remedies.** An “event of default” or a “default” means any one of the following events: (i) failure by the Board to pay the Authority those amounts required under the Agreement; (ii) failure of the City or the Board to observe any covenant, term or condition of the Agreement (other than the payments the Board shall make to the Authority) and such failure shall have continued for a period of sixty (60) days after written notice, specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied, is given to the City or the Board, or both, by the Authority unless the Authority shall agree in writing to extend such time prior to its expiration, provided such extension shall not be unreasonably withheld if the City or the Board has instituted and is diligently pursuing corrective action which cannot be completed within the applicable period; (iii) the Authority shall file a petition, or otherwise seek relief, under any federal or State bankruptcy or similar law; and (iv) the terms, conditions and security provided under the Agreement and the Resolution or the respective provisions of the Act pursuant to which the Resolution has been adopted or the Bonds have been issued or entered into (including, without limitation, the provisions under which the lien upon the Revenues has been created pursuant to the Agreement and the Resolution and the provisions establishing the powers and obligations of the Board and the relationship of the Authority to the Board and the City) shall be materially and adversely limited, altered or impaired by any legislative action or any final judgment. *(Section 8.1)*

Whenever an event of default shall have occurred and be continuing, the Authority and the Trustee may take whatever legal action may appear necessary or desirable to: (i) collect the payments then due and as they thereafter become due and (ii) so long as any Bonds are Outstanding, enforce performance and observance of any obligation or covenant of the City or the Board under the Agreement. In addition, if the Board defaults in making the payments to the Authority required under the Agreement as a result of its failure to impose sufficient fees, rates, rents or other charges, the Authority may petition for the appointment of a receiver to administer the affairs of the Board in order to achieve Revenues sufficient to make such payments by establishing fees, rates, rents or other charges at least sufficient therefor. The remedies conferred upon or reserved to the Authority in respect of any event of default are not exclusive of other available remedies, but shall be in addition to every other remedy given under the Agreement or existing at law or in equity or by statute. *(Sections 8.2 and 8.3)*

**Termination.** The Agreement shall terminate and the covenants and other obligations contained therein shall be discharged and satisfied, when (i) payment of all indebtedness of the Authority has been made or provided for in accordance with the Resolution or similar document securing such indebtedness and (ii) either all payments required thereunder have been made in full, or provision for such payments satisfactory to the Authority has been made, or the City pays or assumes all liabilities, obligations, duties, rights and powers of the Authority under the Agreement. *(Section 9.1)*
Amendments. The parties to the Agreement may enter into any amendment, change or modification of the Agreement (if in writing, signed by each of the parties and consented to in writing by the Trustee if required by the Resolution) including, without limitation, amendments to Appendix A to the Agreement; provided that the parties shall enter into no such amendment, change or modification which materially adversely affects the rights of the holders of any Bonds by modifying or revoking certain enumerated provisions of the Agreement without first complying with the applicable provisions of the Resolution. (Section 10.1)

Conflicts. The Agreement provides that its provisions shall not change or in any manner alter the terms of the Resolution, or the security, rights or remedies of the Trustee or the Bondholders. In the event any provision of the Agreement conflicts at any time, or in any manner, with the provisions of the Resolution or any Bond, the provisions of the Resolution or Bond shall be controlling and conflicting provisions of the Agreement shall be disregarded. (Section 12.1)

Summary of the Lease

Term of Lease and Demise of Leased Property. The City has leased the Leased Property to the Board for the term of the Lease (the “Lease Term”). The Lease Term commenced on the Effective Date (July 1, 1985) and continues until the later of the 40th anniversary of the Effective Date or the date on which all bonds, notes or other obligations of the Authority are paid in full or provision for such payment is made pursuant to the resolution, trust indenture or other instrument under which such bonds, notes or other obligations are issued. During the Lease Term the Board may use the Leased Property only for its corporate purposes and upon the terms and conditions contained in the Lease.

The Leased Property includes (whether now in use or hereafter acquired, and whether or not located within the boundaries of the City) all of the City’s right, title and interest in: (i) the City’s sewerage system, including but not limited to all plants, structures, equipment and other real and personal property or rights therein acquired, rehabilitated or constructed (including all work in progress as soon as commenced) and used or to be used for the purpose of collecting, treating, pumping, neutralizing, storing and disposing of sewage, including, but not limited to, main, collecting, outlet or other sewers, pumping stations, ground-water recharge basins, backflow prevention devices, sludge dewatering facilities, vessels, barges, clarifiers, filters and phosphorous removal equipment, vehicles and other property used in connection with the sewer system; (ii) the City’s water system, including but not limited to all plants, structures and other real and personal property or rights therein, acquired, rehabilitated or constructed (including all work in progress as soon as commenced) and used or to be used for the purpose of supplying, distributing, accumulating or treating water, including, but not limited to, reservoirs, basins, dams, canals, aqueducts, pipelines, mains, pumping stations, water distribution systems, intake systems, water-works, sources of water supply, purification or filtration plants, water meters and rights of flowage or diversion, vehicles and other property used in connection with the water system; and (iii) any other materials, supplies, plans and property contained in the above-mentioned plants and structures incidental to, or necessary or useful and convenient for, the operation of such facilities; provided, however, that the Leased Property shall not include the City’s right, title and interest in the following: (i) any property or rights of the City the conveyance of which pursuant to the Lease would cause a reversion to or in favor of, or permit a reentry by or in favor of, any third party; (ii) all mines and minerals whatsoever (but not including surface or subsurface waters) now or hereafter found and discovered, crops and timber, on or under the lands to be conveyed pursuant to the Lease; with power and authority for the City to perform certain mineral extraction and agricultural/timber activities; provided, however, that the City shall not undertake any such activities which interfere with the operation, maintenance or collection of Revenues of the System. (Section 2.1)

Right of City to Enter Leased Property. The City retains the right to enter upon any portion of the Leased Property, to use any property not constituting a part thereof which is located in, across or upon the Leased Property or for any purpose unless, in the reasonable judgment of the Board, such entry or use would adversely affect the collection of Revenues. (Section 2.2)
Substitution of Board for City. Where necessary or desirable and to the extent permitted by law, the City and the Board agree to use their best efforts to substitute the Board for the City with respect to any application or proceedings filed or commenced in relation to the Leased Property with the various State and federal regulatory bodies having jurisdiction. (Section 2.5)

Indemnification. The City agrees, to the extent permitted by law and subject to certain conditions, to hold the Board harmless from any and all liability, loss or damage from or in connection with any act the Board does or omits in the exercise of its powers if taken or omitted in good faith and in pursuance of its corporate purposes. (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 7.2)

Operation and Maintenance of the Leased Property. The City shall administer and operate the Leased Property, maintain the Leased Property in good and safe order and condition and make all repairs therein. The City’s duty to “maintain” and “repair” shall include all necessary repairs, replacements, renewals, alterations and additions, whether structural, non-structural, ordinary or extraordinary and its duty to “administer” shall include, without limitation, the enforcement of regulations of the Board and the City relating to the use of the System. However, the Lease shall not impose any obligation or liability upon the City for the administration, operation, maintenance and repair of the System not previously imposed upon it in connection with its prior operation and maintenance of the System. Both the Board and the City shall use all reasonable care to prevent the occurrence of waste, damage or injury to the Leased Property. The System shall be used and operated and maintained in accordance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations. (Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3)

Construction and Acquisition. The Board authorizes the City to perform the construction and effectuation of any Water Project specified in the Agreement and the City may incur Costs in connection therewith. The City may acquire all real and personal property, or any interest therein, necessary or useful for the construction or effectuation of a Water Project; provided that all such property or interest acquired by the City through the exercise of the power of eminent domain shall be taken in the name of the City. (Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3)

Billing and the Levy of Water and Sewer Charges. The City has agreed to provide billing services to the Board. Such services include but are not limited to: (i) notification to users of the System of the water and sewer charges levied by the Board, (ii) collection of such charges (including the City’s use of its power of enforcement and collection of unpaid taxes under the laws of the State to enforce and collect any delinquent water and sewer charges from the persons and property liable therefor) and (iii) maintenance of the books, records and accounts of the billing systems. (Sections 6.1 and 6.2)

Late Payments. All late payments of water and sewer charges are the property of the Board and shall be collected by the City on behalf of the Board. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Board has assigned to the City all of its rights and interest in and to all outstanding charges levied and uncollected on all properties at the time title thereto is vested in the City pursuant to in rem proceedings in consideration for the City’s payment to the Board, in each Fiscal Year after the Effective Date, of an amount equal to 2% of such outstanding charges (unless, during the Lease Term, the City and the Board mutually agree on a different procedure for allocating such outstanding charges). (Section 6.3)

Discontinuance of Billing Services. If either the City or the Board no longer desires that the City provide the Board with billing services, the party desiring termination shall give written notice of such fact to the other party at least two years prior to the termination. Notwithstanding such termination of billing services, Section 6.2 of the Lease shall remain in full force and effect. (Section 6.4)

Legal Services. The Board has hired the City’s Law Department to provide it with legal services. However, the Board may hire a different attorney or firm of attorneys to provide it with legal services. If the Board retains counsel to defend a claim against it without the prior approval of the Corporation Counsel of the City (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld), the Board shall not be entitled to the indemnification from the City provided in Article III of the Lease with respect to such claim, unless the City elects in writing to provide such indemnification. (Sections 7.1 and 7.2)
Payments of Costs by the Board. The Board has agreed to pay to the City amounts sufficient to:

(i) pay the cost of administration, maintenance, repair and operation of the Leased Property, including overhead costs incurred by the City attributable to the Leased Property (but less the amount of any governmental operating aid received or receivable within the current Fiscal Year with respect to the System), the cost of materials and supplies, and the amount of any judgment or settlement paid by the City arising out of a tort claim (but only if the costs of such claim are not otherwise reimbursed, the City’s liability for such claim is related to Construction of a Water Project or operation or maintenance of the System and the costs of such claims do not exceed for any Fiscal Year 5% of the aggregate revenues shown on the Board’s last year-end audited financial statements); (ii) reimburse the City for capital Costs incurred by the City in the Construction of Water Projects (if requested by the City and not otherwise reimbursed) including, without limitation, the payment of any judgment or settlement arising out of a contract claim related to the Construction of any Water Project; (iii) pay the cost of billing and collection services provided by the City; (iv) pay the cost of legal services provided by the City; and (v) reimburse the City for the compensation, or the costs of the services, of any City officers and employees provided on a full-time or part-time basis to the Board. (Section 8.1)

Base Rental Payments. In addition, the Board shall pay the City a rental payment for the System, but only to the extent requested by the City, and not to exceed the greater of (i) the principal and interest payable on general obligation bonds issued by the City for water and sewer purposes and certified by the City to be paid within such Fiscal Year, or (ii) 15% of the amount of principal and interest payable on the Bonds of the Authority and certified by the Authority to be paid within such Fiscal Year. (Section 8.2)

Method of Payment. The City shall certify within five business days after publication of the City’s Executive Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year the (i) amount which the City reasonably anticipates it will expend in connection with the costs described in Section 8.2 of the Lease and (ii) the amount of the payments described in Section 8.1 of the Lease; provided that, prior to the Board’s payment to the City the Board shall have received, in addition to such certification by the City, a certificate of the Consulting Engineer to the effect that such amounts certified by the City for such payments and costs are reasonable and appropriate. Upon the Board’s payment of all such amounts so certified or requested and any other payments required under the Act, or, after provisions for their payment have been made, the Board shall pay to the City, as Additional Rent in each Fiscal Year, any surplus of funds received. (Section 8.3)

Disposition of Property. The Board agrees that it will not sell, lease, sublease, assign, transfer, encumber (other than Permitted Encumbrances) or otherwise dispose of any part of the Leased Property, or any other real property or personal property which may be acquired by the Board, its interest in the Lease, without the prior written approval of the City.

The City will not sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of real property or personal property included in the Leased Property without the Board’s written consent. In the case of personal property, the value of which is less than $1 million per unit (or of greater value if the Board designates), the Board will adopt rules and procedures for the expedited disposition thereof. Upon the City’s request to dispose of any real property or personal property valued in excess of $1 million, the Board will give such consent only upon receipt of a certificate signed by the Consulting Engineer to the effect that such real or personal property may be disposed of without materially adversely affecting the Revenues of the System or impairing the ability of the Board to make any payments required by the Lease or the Agreement or any other agreement to which it may be a party or be bound. The City may also, with the prior written consent of the Board, grant interests in the Leased Property which, in the reasonable judgment of the Board, do not interfere with the operation and maintenance of the System and the collection of the Revenues from the System. (Section 11.1)

Encumbrances. The Board may not encumber the Leased Property without the prior written approval of the City. The City may grant temporary licenses for use of the Leased Property which do not interfere with the operation and maintenance of the System or the collection of Revenues therefrom. (Section 11.3)
Summary of the First Resolution

Terms used in this Summary of the Resolution shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in “APPENDIX C — GLOSSARY AND SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS — Glossary”.

Pledge of Revenues and Funds. The Authority pledges for the payment of the Principal Installments or Redemption Price of and any interest on the Bonds, in accordance with their terms and the provisions of the Resolution: (i) all Revenues, (ii) all moneys or securities in any of the Funds and Accounts created under the Resolution, except that moneys or securities on deposit in a Special Account are pledged only to the Series of Bonds to which such Account relates and moneys or securities on deposit in the Common Account are pledged only to the Bonds for which a Special Account has not been established pursuant to the Resolution, and (iii) all other moneys and securities to be received, held or set aside by the Authority or by any Fiduciary pursuant to the Resolution; subject only to the provisions of the Resolution and the Agreement permitting the application of such amounts for or to the purposes and on the terms and conditions therein set forth. It is the intention of the Authority that, to the fullest extent permitted by law, such pledge shall be valid and binding from the time it is made; that the Revenues, moneys, securities and other funds so pledged, and then or thereafter received by the Authority, shall immediately be subject to the lien of such pledge; and that the obligation to perform the contractual provisions therein contained shall have priority over any or all other obligations and liabilities of the Authority and shall be valid and binding as against all parties having claims of any kind in tort, contract or otherwise against the Authority, irrespective of whether such parties have notice thereof.

As further security for the payment of the Bonds, the Authority, under the Resolution, assigns, transfers and pledges to the Trustee all of its rights and interests under and pursuant to the Agreement (excluding rights to notice and other procedural rights, its right to indemnification and rights and interests not material to Bondholders), including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the present and continuing right: (i) to claim, collect or receive from the Board, all Revenues thereunder, (ii) to bring actions and proceedings thereunder for enforcement of such right of collection, and (iii) to do any and all things which the Authority is or may become entitled to do under the Agreement; provided that such assignment shall not impair or diminish any obligation of the Authority under the Agreement.

The Bonds are special obligations of the Authority payable solely from the Revenues and other amounts described in the Resolution and do not and will not constitute an indebtedness of the State, the City or the Board and neither the State, the City nor the Board shall be in any way liable thereon. (Sections 203 and 501)

Establishment of Funds and Accounts. The Resolution establishes the following Funds:

(1) Construction Fund;
(2) Revenue Fund;
(3) Debt Service Fund;
(4) Authority Expense Fund;
(5) Debt Service Reserve Fund;
(6) Subordinated Indebtedness Fund;
(7) Surplus Fund; and
(8) Arbitrage Rebate Fund.

The Resolution establishes in the Debt Service Reserve Fund a separate account known as the “Common Account”, and provides that any Supplemental Resolution which authorizes a Special Credit Facility may establish one or more “Special Accounts” in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. The Resolution also establishes in the Debt Service Reserve Fund a separate account to be known as the “Capitalized Interest Account”.
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The Trustee shall hold all of the Funds and Accounts, except the Authority Expense Fund, which shall be held by the Authority.

The Trustee is directed to make withdrawals and transfers from the Funds and Accounts established by the Resolution in order to comply with any agreement entered into upon or after the date of issuance of the Authority’s Fiscal 1987 Series C Bonds providing for the rebate of certain arbitrage earnings to the United States. (Section 502)

**Construction Fund.** The Authority shall deposit from time to time in the Construction Fund the net proceeds from the sale of each Series of Bonds and make the deposits in the Funds and Accounts required by the applicable Supplemental Resolutions. The Authority shall also deposit from time to time in the Construction Fund any other amounts required to be deposited therein pursuant to the Resolution or the Agreement, including amounts received by the Authority for or in connection with the System and determined by the Authority to be deposited therein. Any proceeds of insurance maintained by the Board or the City against physical loss of or damage to the System, or of contractors’ performance bonds pertaining to the construction of the System, shall also be paid into the Construction Fund.

Except as otherwise provided, amounts in the Construction Fund may only be expended to pay Costs of Water Projects (including Costs of Issuance). The Trustee shall make payments from the Construction Fund, except as otherwise provided, only upon receipt of a Disbursement Request signed by an Authorized Representative of the Authority.

To the extent that other moneys are not available therefor in any other Fund or Account, amounts in the Construction Fund shall be applied to the payment of principal of and interest on Bonds when due. (Section 503)

**Allocation of Revenues — Revenue Fund.** The Authority shall cause all Revenues received from the Board pursuant to the Agreement or otherwise to be paid to the Trustee and deposited promptly upon receipt in the Revenue Fund. There shall also be deposited in the Revenue Fund all other amounts required by the Resolution or the Agreement to be so deposited. (Section 504)

**Payments Into Certain Funds.** From the Revenues in the Revenue Fund, the Trustee shall make, as soon as practicable in each month, the following deposits in the following order:

(i) to the Debt Service Fund all such amounts until the amount therein on deposit in such month equals the Minimum Monthly Balance for such month for all Series of Bonds Outstanding;

(ii) from the balance, if any, remaining in such month after making the deposits required in (i) above, to the Authority Expense Fund the entire balance until the total on deposit therein in such month is equal to the product obtained by multiplying (A) the sum of the Authority Expenses for the then current Fiscal Year plus (if included in the Authority Budget for the then current Fiscal Year) an amount (the “Reserve for Expenses”) equal to one-sixth (1/6th) of such Authority Expenses by (B) a fraction, the numerator of which is 12 minus the number of full months, excluding the month of calculation, remaining in the Fiscal Year, and the denominator of which is 12;

(iii) from the balance, if any, remaining after making the deposits required in (i) and (ii) above, first, to the Common Account in the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the amount, if any, necessary to make the total on deposit in the Common Account equal to the Debt Service Reserve Requirement for the Bonds to which such Common Account relates or, if less than sufficient, the entire balance and, second, to each Special Account until the amount therein on deposit equals the Debt Service Reserve Requirement for the Bonds to which each Special Account relates; provided, however, if the balance remaining is less than sufficient to credit in full each Special Account, credit shall be made pro rata among all Special Accounts in the same ratio as the Debt Service Reserve Requirement related to such Special Account bears to the sum of the Debt Service Reserve Requirements for all of the Bonds related to the Special Accounts; and
(iv) from the balance, if any, remaining after making the deposits required in (i), (ii) and (iii) above, to the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund the amount required to be deposited in accordance with the Authority Budget, or the entire balance, if less than sufficient.

Beginning with the first day of each Fiscal Year, the Trustee shall calculate the amounts deposited in the Revenue Fund on a daily basis until the total of all amounts deposited therein during such Fiscal Year is at least equal to the Cash Flow Requirement. On such date, if any, the Trustee is directed to give the notice to the Authority and the Board provided in Section 4.3(b) of the Agreement. Thereafter, during each Fiscal Year, no further Revenues shall be paid to the Trustee pursuant to paragraph Fourth of Section 4.2(c) of the Agreement so long as the Cash Flow Requirement, as the same may be revised from time to time, continues to be met. (Section 505)

Debt Service Fund. The Trustee shall, for each Series of Bonds Outstanding, pay from the Debt Service Fund the amounts due on each Bond Payment Date for the payment of the Principal Installments, if any, and from the moneys in the Debt Service Fund, including moneys in the Capitalized Interest Account in such Fund, interest on the Outstanding Bonds and on the redemption date or date of purchase, the amounts required for the payment of accrued interest on Bonds to be redeemed or purchased on such date unless the payment of such accrued interest shall be otherwise provided.

The Trustee may, and if so directed by an Authorized Representative of the Authority shall, prior to the forty-fifth day preceding the due date of each Sinking Fund Installment, apply the amounts accumulated in the Debt Service Fund for such Sinking Fund Installment, together with any interest on the Bonds for which such Sinking Fund Installment was established: (i) to the purchase of Bonds of like Series and maturity at prices (including any brokerage and other charges) not exceeding the Redemption Price payable for such Bonds when such Bonds are redeemable with such Sinking Fund Installment plus unpaid interest accrued or (ii) to the redemption of such Bonds, if redeemable by their terms, at or below said Redemption Price. Upon such purchase or redemption of any Bond, the Trustee shall then credit an amount equal to the principal of the Bond so purchased or redeemed toward the next Sinking Fund Installments thereafter to become due and the amount of any excess over the amount of such Sinking Fund Installment shall be credited against future Sinking Fund Installments in direct chronological order.

In any event, the Trustee shall, as soon as practicable after the forty-fifth day preceding the due date of any such Sinking Fund Installment, call for redemption a sufficient amount of Bonds of like Series and maturity to complete the retirement of the principal amount specified for such Sinking Fund Installment of such Bonds whether or not it then has moneys in the Debt Service Fund to pay the applicable Redemption Price thereof on the redemption date. The Trustee shall apply to the redemption of the Bonds on each such redemption date the amount required for the redemption of such Bonds. (Sections 506 and 514)

Authority Expense Fund. The Authority shall apply amounts credited to the Authority Expense Fund to the payment of Authority Expenses. Any moneys in the Authority Expense Fund which the Authority determines are in excess of that needed to meet the sum of the unpaid Authority Expenses for such Fiscal Year plus (if such amount was included in the Authority Budget for such Fiscal Year) the Reserve for Expenses, shall be applied toward any deficiencies in the following Funds and Accounts in the order stated: the Debt Service Fund, Debt Service Reserve Fund and Subordinated Indebtedness Fund. Any remaining amounts shall be credited to the Revenue Fund. (Section 507)

Debt Service Reserve Fund. The Resolution establishes a Debt Service Reserve Fund and a Common Account therein. In addition, the Resolution provides that any Supplemental Resolution which provides for a Special Credit Facility to secure the principal, interest or Tender Option Price of any Bonds may establish one or more “Special Accounts” in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. From the proceeds of each Series of Bonds there shall be deposited in the Debt Service Reserve Fund the amount, if any, necessary to make the amount on deposit therein equal to the Debt Service Reserve Requirement, after giving effect to the issuance of such Bonds; and all such amounts will be credited to the Common Account, unless a Supplemental Resolution requires a deposit in a Special Account. Amounts on deposit in the Common Account will be applied, to the extent necessary, to the payment of Principal Installments of and interest on the Bonds; provided, however, that the amounts in the Common Account may not be applied to pay the
Principal Installments or Tender Option Price of or interest on Bonds for which such payments are secured by a Special Credit Facility, if the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Bonds has established a Special Account. Likewise, amounts in any Special Account may not be applied to pay the Principal Installments of or interest on any Bond for which such payments may be made from the Common Account. Amounts on deposit in each of the Accounts in the Debt Service Reserve Fund shall be applied, to the extent other funds are not available in the Surplus Fund, the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund and the Authority Expense Fund, to pay the Principal Installments of, and interest on the Bonds to which such Account relates when due. Amounts so applied shall be derived first from cash or Investment Securities on deposit, and second from draws and demands on Financial Guaranties.

If, as of June 30 of each year, the amount in any Account in the Debt Service Reserve Fund exceeds the applicable Debt Service Reserve Requirement after giving effect to any Financial Guaranty deposited in such Fund, the Trustee shall, on the first business day of the following Fiscal Year, withdraw from such Account the amount of any excess therein over the applicable Debt Service Reserve Requirement as of the date of such withdrawal for deposit into (i) the Arbitrage Rebate Fund, the amount estimated by the Authority to be required by the Code to be rebated to the Department of the Treasury, (ii) the Surplus Fund, the amount required to be deposited therein in accordance with the Authority Budget, and (iii) the Revenue Fund, the amount of any excess then remaining in the Debt Service Reserve Fund over the applicable Debt Service Reserve Fund Requirement.

Whenever the amount (exclusive of Financial Guaranties) in all of the Accounts in the Debt Service Reserve Fund, together with the amount in the Debt Service Fund, is sufficient to pay all Outstanding Bonds in accordance with their respective terms, the funds on deposit in the Debt Service Reserve Fund shall be transferred to the Debt Service Fund and applied to the redemption or payment at maturity of all Bonds Outstanding.

In lieu of the required deposits and transfers to the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Authority may cause to be deposited into the Debt Service Reserve Fund Financial Guaranties in an amount equal to the difference between the Debt Service Reserve Requirement and the sums, if any, then on deposit in the Debt Service Reserve Fund or being deposited in the Debt Service Reserve Fund concurrently with such Financial Guaranties. The Financial Guaranties shall be payable (upon the giving of notice as required thereunder) on any date on which moneys will be required to be withdrawn from the Debt Service Reserve Account and applied to the payment of a Principal Installment of or interest on any Bonds and such withdrawal cannot be met by amounts on deposit in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. If a disbursement is made pursuant to Financial Guaranties, the Authority shall be obligated either (i) to reinstate the maximum limits of such Financial Guaranties or (ii) to deposit into the Debt Service Reserve Fund, funds in the amount of the disbursement made under such Financial Guaranties, or a combination of such alternatives, as shall provide that the amount in the Debt Service Reserve Fund equals the Debt Service Reserve Requirement.

In the event of the refunding of any Bonds, the Trustee shall, upon the written direction of the Authority, withdraw from the Debt Service Reserve Fund all or any portion of amounts accumulated therein with respect to the Bonds being refunded and deposit such amounts as provided in such written direction; provided that such withdrawal shall not be made unless (a) immediately thereafter the Bonds being refunded shall be deemed to have been paid pursuant to Section 1201 of the Resolution, and (b) the amount remaining in the Debt Service Reserve Fund after such withdrawal shall not be less than the Debt Service Reserve Requirement. (Section 508)

**Subordinated Indebtedness Fund.** The Trustee shall apply amounts on deposit in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund solely to the maintenance of reserves for, or the payment of, Subordinated Indebtedness (or as otherwise provided by the resolution of the Authority authorizing each issue of Subordinated Indebtedness). The Trustee shall withdraw from the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund any amount necessary to render the balances in the Debt Service Fund or Debt Service Reserve Fund sufficient to meet the requirements of such Funds. (Section 509)
**Surplus Fund.** The Trustee shall, on each Bond Payment Date, apply moneys credited to the Surplus Fund in the following amounts: (i) to the Debt Service Fund the amount, if any, necessary (or all the moneys in the Surplus Fund if less than the amount necessary) to make up any deficiency in the amount required to be on deposit in such Fund and (ii) to the Debt Service Reserve Fund the amount, if any, necessary (or all the moneys in the Surplus Fund if less than the amount necessary) to make up any deficiency in the amount required to be on deposit in any Account in such Fund. Such transfer shall be made notwithstanding any other provisions of this Resolution requiring deposits in such Funds. Amounts on deposit in the Surplus Fund on the last day of a Fiscal Year shall be withdrawn from such Fund and transferred to the Board for deposit in the Local Water Fund. *(Section 510)*

**Arbitrage Rebate Fund.** Amounts on deposit in the Arbitrage Rebate Fund shall be applied by the Trustee to make payments to the Department of the Treasury of the United States of America. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trustee shall apply moneys credited to the Arbitrage Rebate Fund in the following amounts: (i) to the Debt Service Fund the amount, if any, necessary (or all the moneys in the Arbitrage Rebate Fund if less than the amount necessary) to make up any deficiency in the amount required to be on deposit in the Debt Service Fund and (ii) to the Debt Service Reserve Fund the amount, if any, necessary (or all the moneys in the Arbitrage Rebate Fund if less than the amount necessary) to make up any deficiency in the amount required to be on deposit in any Account in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. Amounts on deposit in the Arbitrage Rebate Fund in excess of the amount required to be maintained therein for the purposes of such Fund may be transferred and paid by the Trustee to the Surplus Fund. *(Section 510-a)*

**Subordinated Indebtedness.** The Authority may issue Subordinated Indebtedness payable out of and secured by a pledge of and lien on amounts in the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund available for such payment. Such Subordinated Indebtedness, however, shall be issued only for the purposes set forth in the Resolution and shall be secured by a pledge subordinate in all respects to the pledge created by the Resolution. *(Section 511)*

**Depositaries.** All moneys or securities held by the Trustee shall constitute trust funds and the Trustee may and shall, if directed by the Authority, deposit such moneys or securities with one or more Depositaries. All moneys or securities held by the Authority in the Authority Expense Fund shall be deposited with one or more Depositaries. All moneys or securities deposited under the provisions of the Resolution with the Trustee or any Depositary shall be held in trust and applied only in accordance with the provisions of the Resolution, and each of the Funds established by the Resolution shall be a trust fund for the purposes thereof.

Each Depositary holding moneys or securities in trust for the Trustee shall be a bank or trust company organized under the laws of the State or a national banking association (having its principal office within the State), having capital stock, surplus and undivided earnings aggregating at least $100,000,000 and willing and able to accept the office on reasonable and customary terms and authorized by law to act in accordance with the provisions of the Resolution. *(Section 512)*

**Investment of Certain Funds.** Moneys held in the Debt Service Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund and the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund (subject to the terms of any resolutions or other instruments securing any issue of Subordinated Indebtedness) shall be invested and reinvested to the fullest practicable extent in Investment Securities which mature not later than such times as shall be necessary to provide moneys when needed to make payments required from such Funds; provided that in the case of the Debt Service Reserve Fund maturation may not occur later than fifteen years from the date of such investment, and in the case of the Debt Service Fund, investments shall be of the type described in clauses (ii), (iii) and (vi), and in the case of the Debt Service Reserve Fund, clauses (ii) and (iii), of the definition of “Investment Securities” (in either case, to the fullest extent practicable). Moneys in the Authority Expense Fund, the Revenue Fund, the Construction Fund, the Arbitrage Rebate Fund and the Surplus Fund may be invested in Investment Securities which mature no later than such times as shall be necessary to provide moneys when needed to make payments from such Funds. The Trustee shall make all investments in accordance with written instructions from any Authorized Representative of the Authority. Moneys in any Fund or
Account may be combined with moneys in any other Fund or Account for the purpose of making such investments in Investment Securities.

Interest (net of that which represents a return of accrued interest paid in connection with the purchase of any investment) earned on any moneys or investments in such Funds and Accounts, other than the Construction Fund, the Arbitrage Rebate Fund and the Debt Service Reserve Fund, shall be paid into the Revenue Fund as and when received. Interest (net of that which represents a return of accrued interest paid in connection with the purchase of any investment) earned on any moneys or investments in (i) the Debt Service Reserve Fund shall be paid into the Arbitrage Rebate Fund or the Surplus Fund, (ii) the Construction Fund shall be paid to the Board for deposit in the Local Water Fund quarterly, on the 15th day of each July, October, January and April of each Fiscal Year upon receipt of a written request and a certificate of the Authority relating to the satisfaction of the Cash Flow Requirement and (iii) the Arbitrage Rebate Fund shall remain in such fund.

All Investment Securities acquired with moneys in any Fund or Account, including any Fund or Account held by the Authority, shall be held by the Trustee in pledge or by a Depositary as agent in pledge in favor of the Trustee. (Section 514)

Additional Bonds. The Authority may issue Bonds from time to time without limitation as to amount except as provided in the Resolution or as specified by law to generate funds sufficient to meet the Costs of Water Projects, to make deposits in the Funds and Accounts or to refund Outstanding Bonds, Bond Anticipation Notes, Subordinated Indebtedness or outstanding bonds of the City issued to pay the capital costs of the System. All Bonds shall be issued subject to the terms, conditions and limitations established in the Resolution and in one or more Series as therein provided.

Bonds shall be authenticated and delivered only upon the Trustee’s receipt of, among other items:

(a) a certified copy of the Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Series;

(b) (i) in the case of the initial Series of Bonds, an executed copy of the Agreement and the Lease; and (ii) in the case of any subsequent Series of Bonds, an executed copy of any amendment or supplement to the Agreement or the Lease not theretofore delivered to the Trustee;

(c) except in the case of Series of Bonds issued prior to July 1, 1986 and any Series of Refunding Bonds issued pursuant to Section 207 of the Resolution, a certificate of an Authorized Representative of the Authority setting forth (i) the Revenues for either of the last two full Fiscal Years immediately preceding the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are to be issued and (ii) the Aggregate Debt Service during such Fiscal Year for which Revenues are set forth pursuant to clause (i) above (excluding from Aggregate Debt Service any Principal Installment or portion thereof which was paid from sources other than Revenues) and (iii) the sum of the Operating Expenses and the Required Deposits for such period, and showing that the amount set forth in (i) is at least equal to the sum of (x) an amount equal to 115% of the amount set forth in (ii) and (y) an amount equal to 100% of the amount set forth in (iii);

(d) except in the case of the initial Series of Bonds under the Resolution and any Series of Refunding Bonds issued pursuant to Section 207 of the Resolution, a certificate of the Consulting Engineer setting forth the projected Operating Expenses for each of the five Fiscal Years following the Issuance of such Series of Bonds (plus the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are issued);

(e) except in the case of the initial Series of Bonds under the Resolution and any Series of Refunding Bonds issued pursuant to Section 207, a certificate, signed by an Authorized Representative of the Authority setting forth the estimated Required Deposits for each of the five Fiscal Years following the issuance of such Series of Bonds (plus the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are issued); and

(f) except in the case of the initial Series of Bonds under the Resolution and any Series of Refunding Bonds issued pursuant to Section 207, a certificate of the Rate Consultant (i) setting forth the estimated Revenues for each of the five Fiscal Years following the issuance of such Series of Bonds (plus the Fiscal Year in which such Bonds are issued) after giving effect to any increases or decreases in
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rates, fees and charges projected for such Fiscal Years and (ii) showing for each such Fiscal Year that
the estimated Revenues for such Fiscal Year will be at least equal to the sum of (A) 115% of the
maximum estimated Adjusted Aggregate Debt Service on all Bonds then Outstanding including the
Bonds to be issued, and (B) 100% of the sum of the projected Operating Expenses and Required
Deposits, as shown on the Certificate of the Consulting Engineer delivered pursuant to paragraph
(e) above and the Certificate of the Authority delivered pursuant to paragraph (f) above, respectively.
(Sections 204 and 206)

Refunding Bonds. One or more Series of Refunding Bonds may be issued pursuant to Section 207 of
the Resolution at any time to refund any Outstanding Bonds provided that (i) estimated average annual
Debt Service on such Series of Refunding Bonds shall not exceed the average annual Debt Service on the
Bonds to be refunded and (ii) the maximum Debt Service in any Fiscal Year on such Series of Refunding
Bonds shall not exceed the maximum Debt Service in any Fiscal Year on the Bonds to be refunded, all as
shown in a Certificate signed by an Authorized Representative of the Authority and delivered to the
Trustee prior to the authentication and delivery of such Series of Refunding Bonds. Refunding Bonds shall
be issued in a principal amount sufficient, together with other moneys available therefor, to accomplish
such refunding and to make the deposits in the Funds and Accounts required by the provisions of the
Supplemental Resolution authorizing such Bonds. (Section 207)

Bond Anticipation Notes. Whenever the Authority shall authorize the issuance of a Series of Bonds,
the Authority may, by resolution, authorize the issuance of notes (and renewals thereof) in anticipation of
such Series of Bonds. The principal of and interest on such notes and renewals thereof shall be payable from
the proceeds of such notes or from the proceeds of the sale of the Series of Bonds in anticipation of which
such notes are issued. The proceeds of such Bonds may be pledged for the payment of the principal of and
interest on such notes and any such pledge shall have a priority over any other pledge of such proceeds
created by the Resolution. The Authority may also pledge the Revenues to the payment of the interest on,
and subject to Section 707 of the Resolution, the principal of such notes. A copy of the Resolution of the
Authority authorizing such notes, certified by an Authorized Representative of the Authority, shall be
delivered to the Trustee following its adoption, together with such other information concerning such notes
as the Trustee may reasonably request. (Section 208)

Credit Facilities. In connection with the issuance of any Series of Bonds, the Authority may obtain or
cause to be obtained one or more Credit Facilities providing for payment of all or a portion of the Principal
Installments, or Redemption Price or interest due or to become due on such Bonds, providing for the
purchase of such Bonds by the issuer of such Credit Facility or providing funds for the purchase of such
Bonds by the Authority.

The Authority may secure such Credit Facility by an agreement providing for the purchase of the Series
of Bonds secured thereby with such adjustments to the rate of interest, method of determining interest,
maturity or redemption provisions as specified by the Authority in the applicable Supplemental Resolution.
The Authority may also in an agreement with the issuer of such Credit Facility agree to directly reimburse
such issuer for amounts paid under the terms of such Credit Facility, together with interest thereon (the
“Reimbursement Obligation”); provided, however, that no Reimbursement Obligation shall be created
until amounts are paid under such Credit Facility. Any such Reimbursement Obligation (a “Parity
Reimbursement Obligation”) may be secured by a pledge of, and a lien on Revenues on a parity with
the lien created by Section 501 of the Resolution. Upon the payment of amounts under the Credit Facility
which payment results in the Parity Reimbursement Obligation becoming due and payable, such Parity
Reimbursement Obligation shall be deemed to be part of the Series of Bonds to which the Credit Facility
which gave rise to such Parity Reimbursement Obligation relates.

Any such Credit Facility shall be for the benefit of and secure such Series of Bonds or portion thereof,
as specified in the applicable Supplemental Resolution. (Section 209)

Indebtedness and Liens. The Resolution provides that the Authority shall not issue any bonds, or
other evidences of indebtedness, other than the Bonds, Bond Anticipation Notes, Subordinated Indebted-
ness and Parity Reimbursement Obligations, secured by a pledge of or other lien on the Revenues and
shall not create or cause to be created any lien on such Revenues or on any amounts held by any Fiduciary, under the Resolution; however, the Authority may: (i) issue notes payable from the proceeds of Bonds or other obligations for the corporate purposes of the Authority payable or secured by Revenues derived on and after such date as the pledge of the Revenues provided in the Resolution is discharged and satisfied and (ii) issue bonds or other obligations for the corporate purposes of the Authority payable out of or secured by the pledge of amounts in the Local Water Fund after satisfaction of the Cash Flow Requirement for the then current Fiscal Year, and which recite on their face that such pledge of said amounts is and shall be in all respects subordinate to the provisions of the lien and pledge created by the Resolution. (Section 707)

Agreement of the State. In accordance with Section 1045-t of the Act, the Authority agrees, for and on behalf of the State, that the State will not alter or limit the rights vested by the Act in the Authority or the Board to fulfill the terms of any agreement made with or for the benefit of the Bondholders, or in any way impair the rights and remedies of Bondholders, until the Bonds, together with the interest thereon, with interest on any unpaid installment of interest, and all costs and expenses in connection with any action or proceeding by or on behalf of such holders, are fully met and discharged. (Section 711)

Authority Budget. The Authority shall, on or before May 1, in each Fiscal Year, adopt and file with the Trustee, the Board and the City, a certified copy of the Authority Budget showing the estimated Cash Flow Requirement and the components thereof (on a monthly basis) for the ensuing Fiscal Year, together with any other information required to be set forth therein by the Resolution or the Agreement. Such Authority Budget may set forth such additional information as the Authority may determine or as the Board or the City may request. If for any reason the Authority shall not have adopted the Authority Budget before such May 1, the Authority Budget for the then current Fiscal Year shall be deemed to be the Authority Budget for the ensuing Fiscal Year until a new Authority Budget is adopted. The Authority may at any time adopt an amended Authority Budget for the then current or ensuing Fiscal Year, but no such amended Authority Budget shall supersede any prior Budget until the Authority shall have filed with the Trustee, the Board and the City a copy of such amended Authority Budget. Each month the Authority shall recalculate the Cash Flow Requirement. (Sections 712 and 713)

Enforcement and Amendment of Agreement and Lease. The Authority shall enforce or cause to be enforced the provisions of the Agreement and the Lease and duly perform its covenants and agreements under the Agreement. The Authority will not consent or agree to or permit any rescission of or amendment to or otherwise take any action under or in connection with the Agreement or the Lease except in accordance with Article X of the Agreement of the Resolution. (Section 714)

Supplemental Resolutions. The Resolution permits the modification or amendment of the rights and obligations of the Authority and of the holders of the Bonds thereunder by a Supplemental Resolution, with the written consent of the holders of two-thirds of the principal amount of: (i) the Bonds then Outstanding and (ii) in case less than all of the several Series of Bonds then Outstanding are affected by the modification or amendment, of the Bonds of the Series so affected and then Outstanding; however, if such modification or amendment will, by its terms, not take effect so long as any Bonds of any specified like Series and maturity remain Outstanding, the consent of the holders of such Bonds shall not be required and such Bonds shall not be deemed to be Outstanding for the purpose of modification; provided no such modification or amendment shall change the terms of redemption, maturity of principal, installment of interest, or reduce the principal amount, Redemption Price, or rate of interest without the consent of the holder of the affected Bond, or reduce the percentages of consents required to effect any future modification or amendment.

The Authority may adopt (without the consent of any holders of the Bonds) supplemental resolutions to authorize additional Bonds; to add to the restrictions contained in the Resolution upon the issuance of additional indebtedness; to add to the covenants of the Authority contained in, or surrender any rights reserved to or conferred upon it by, the Resolution; to confirm any pledge under the Resolution of Revenues or other moneys; to preserve the federal tax exemption of interest on the Bonds; or otherwise to modify any of the provisions of the Resolution (but no such other modification may be effective while any of the Bonds of any Series theretofore issued are Outstanding); or to cure any ambiguity, supply any
omission or to correct any defect in the Resolution or to insert such provisions clarifying matters or questions arising under the Resolution as are necessary or desirable, and are not contrary to or inconsistent with the Resolution as theretofore in effect or to provide for additional duties of the Trustee (provided that the Trustee shall consent thereto). (Arts. VIII and IX)

Defaults and Remedies. The Resolution provides that if one or more of the following Events of Default shall occur, namely: (i) a default in the payment of the principal or Redemption Price of any Bond; (ii) a default in payment of any installment of interest on any Bond; (iii) a default by the Authority in the performance or observance of any other of its covenants, agreements or conditions in the Resolution for a period of 45 days after written notice thereof; (iv) a default under the Agreement or the Lease by the Board or the City for a period of 45 days after written notice thereof; or (v) a filing of a petition for relief under any federal or State bankruptcy or similar law by the Authority; then, upon the happening and continuance of any Event of Default, the Trustee may, and upon the written request of the holders of not less than a majority in principal amount of the Bonds Outstanding the Trustee shall, declare the principal and accrued interest on all the Bonds then Outstanding, due and payable immediately subject, however, to rescission of such declaration and annulment of the default upon the remedying thereof.

The Authority covenants that upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the books of record and account of the Authority shall at all times be subject to the inspection and use of the Trustee and of its agents and attorneys and that, upon demand of the Trustee, the Authority will account, as if it were the trustee of an express trust, for all Revenues and other moneys, securities and funds pledged or held under the Resolution for such period as shall be stated in such demand.

Upon default, the Trustee may proceed to protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the holders of the Bonds under the Resolution forthwith by a suit or suits in equity or at law, whether for the specific performance of any covenant therein contained, or in aid of the execution of any power therein granted, or for an accounting against the Authority as if the Authority were the trustee of an express trust, or in the enforcement of any other legal or equitable right as the Trustee, being advised by counsel, shall deem most effectual to enforce any of its rights or to perform any of its duties under the Resolution. During the continuance of an Event of Default, Revenues shall be applied first, to the reasonable and proper charges and expenses of the Trustee; then (unless the principal of all of the Bonds shall have been declared payable) to the payment of all unpaid interest ratably, and then to unpaid principal or Redemption Price, ratably; and if all of the principal of the Bonds shall be due and payable, to the payment of unpaid principal and interest, without preference or priority of interest over principal, principal over interest or of any Bond or installment over any other Bond or installment, without any discrimination or preference. No Bondholder has any right to institute suit to enforce any provision of the Resolution or the execution of any trust thereunder or for any remedy thereunder, unless the Trustee has been requested by the holders of at least a majority in principal amount of the Bonds to take such action and has been offered adequate security and indemnity and has failed to commence such suit in the manner provided in the Resolution. The right to appoint a statutory trustee under Section 1045-p of the Act is expressly abrogated. (Art. X)

Defeasance of Bonds Other than Variable Rate or Option Bonds. Any Outstanding Bond shall prior to the maturity or redemption date thereof be deemed to have been paid and shall cease to be entitled to any lien, benefit or security under the Resolution if (i) in the case of any Bonds to be redeemed prior to their maturity, the Authority shall have given to the Trustee irrevocable instructions accepted in writing by the Trustee to publish on such date the notice of redemption therefor (other than Bonds purchased by the Trustee prior to the publication of the notice of redemption), (ii) there shall have been deposited with the Trustee either moneys in an amount sufficient, or Defeasance Obligations the principal of and/or the interest on which, when due, without reinvestment, will, as verified by the report of a firm of nationally recognized independent certified public accountants, provide moneys which, together with the moneys deposited shall be sufficient, to pay when due the principal or Redemption Price (if applicable) and interest due and to become due on said Bonds and (iii) in the event said Bonds are not by their terms subject to redemption within the next succeeding 60 days, the Authority shall have given the Trustee irrevocable instructions to publish, as soon as practicable, a notice to the holders of such Bonds that the deposit required above has been made with the Trustee and that said Bonds are deemed paid in accordance with the
Resolution and stating such maturity or redemption date upon which moneys are to be available to pay the principal or Redemption Price, if applicable, on such Bonds (other than Bonds purchased by the Trustee prior to the publication of the notice of redemption); provided that any notice published for Bonds constituting less than all of the Outstanding Bonds of any maturity within a Series shall specify the letter and number or other distinguishing mark of each such Bond. The Trustee shall, to the extent necessary, apply moneys to the retirement of said Bonds in amounts equal to the unsatisfied balances of any Sinking Fund Installments thereto.

The Trustee shall, if so directed by the Authority prior to the maturity date of Bonds deemed to have been paid which are not to be redeemed prior to their maturity date or prior to the publication of the above notice of redemption for Bonds deemed paid and to be redeemed, apply moneys deposited with the Trustee in respect of such Bonds and redeem or sell Defeasance Obligations so deposited with the Trustee and purchase such Bonds and the Trustee shall immediately thereafter cancel all such Bonds so purchased; provided, however, that the moneys and Defeasance Obligations remaining on deposit with the Trustee after the purchase and cancellation of such Bonds shall be sufficient to pay when due the Principal Installment or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest due or to become due on all Bonds. (Section 1201)

Defeasance of Variable Rate Bonds. The Resolution provides that for the purposes of determining whether Variable Rate Bonds shall be deemed to have been paid prior to the maturity or redemption date thereof, by the deposit of moneys, or Defeasance Obligations and moneys (if any), the interest due on such Bonds shall be calculated at the maximum rate permitted; provided, however, that if, as a result of such Bonds having borne interest at less than the maximum rate for any period, the total amount of moneys and Investment Securities on deposit with the Trustee for the payment of interest on such Bonds exceeds the total amount required to be deposited with the Trustee, the Trustee shall, if requested by the Authority, pay the amount in excess to the Authority free and clear of any lien or pledge securing the Bonds or otherwise existing under the Resolution. (Section 1201)

Defeasance of Option Bonds. Under the Resolution, Option Bonds shall be deemed paid in accordance with the Resolution only if, in addition to satisfying several of the requirements applicable to other than Variable Rate or Option Bonds, there shall have been deposited with the Trustee moneys in an amount which shall be sufficient to pay the maximum amount of principal of and premium due, if any, and interest on such Bonds which could become payable to the holders of such Bonds upon the exercise of any options provided to the holders of such Bonds; provided, however, that if the options originally exercisable by the holder of an Option Bond are no longer exercisable, such Bond shall not be considered an Option Bond. (Section 1201)
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March 19, 2008

New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority

New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority
Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds,
Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B
(Final Opinion)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as bond counsel to the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority (the “Authority”), a body corporate and politic constituting a public benefit corporation of the State of New York (the “State”), created and existing under and pursuant to the Constitution and statutes of the State, including the Act (defined below), in connection with the issuance by the Authority of $535,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B (the “2008 Series B Bonds”), issued under and pursuant to the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority Act, being Title 2-A of Article 5 of the Public Authorities Law of the State, as amended (which, together with Section 1046 of the Public Authorities Law of the State, is herein referred to as the “Act”) and a resolution of the Authority adopted November 14, 1985 entitled “Water and Sewer System General Revenue Bond Resolution,” as amended and supplemented to the date hereof (the “Resolution”), including by a resolution adopted March 7, 2008 entitled “Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution Authorizing the Issuance of up to $600,000,000 Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B” (the “Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution”) authorizing the 2008 Series B Bonds. The 2008 Series B Bonds are part of an issue of bonds of the Authority (the “Bonds”) which the Authority has created under the terms of the Resolution and is authorized to issue from time to time for the purposes authorized by the Act and the Resolution, as then in effect, and without limitation as to amount except as provided in the Resolution or as may be limited by law. The 2008 Series B Bonds are being issued for the purposes of the Resolution. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in the Resolution.

Pursuant to the Act, the New York City Water Board (the “Board”), a public benefit corporation of the State, created and existing under the laws of the State, and The City of New York (the “City”), a municipal corporation of the State, have entered into a lease agreement,
dated as of July 1, 1985, as amended (the “Lease”), whereby the Board has leased the New York City Water and Sewer System from the City for a term ending on the date on which all bonds, notes or other obligations of the Authority have been paid in full or provision for such payment shall have been made in accordance with the instruments under which they were issued. Pursuant to the Act, the Authority, the Board and the City have entered into a financing agreement, dated July 1, 1985, as amended (the “Financing Agreement”), related to, among other things, the financing of Water Projects.

In such connection, we have reviewed the Resolution, the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, the Lease, the Financing Agreement and the Tax Certificate of the Authority (the “Tax Certificate”), the opinion of Corporation Counsel of The City of New York, certificates of the Authority, the Trustee and others, and such other documents, opinions and matters to the extent we deemed necessary to render the opinions set forth herein.

The opinions expressed herein are based on an analysis of existing laws, regulations, rulings and court decisions and cover certain matters not directly addressed by such authorities. Such opinions may be affected by actions taken or omitted or events occurring after the date hereof. We have not undertaken to determine, or to inform any person, whether any such actions are taken or omitted or events do occur or any other matters come to our attention after the date hereof, and we disclaim any obligation to update this letter. Accordingly, this opinion is not intended to, and may not, be relied upon in connection with any such actions, events or matters. We have assumed the genuineness of all documents and signatures presented to us (whether as originals or as copies) and the due and legal execution and delivery thereof by, and validity against, any parties other than the Authority. We have assumed, without undertaking to verify, the accuracy of the factual matters represented, warranted or certified in the documents, and of the legal conclusions contained in the opinions, referred to in the third paragraph hereof. Furthermore, we have assumed compliance with all covenants and agreements contained in the Resolution, the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, the Lease, the Financing Agreement and the Tax Certificate, including (without limitation) covenants and agreements compliance with which is necessary to assure that future actions, omissions or events will not cause interest on the 2008 Series B Bonds to be included in gross income for federal income tax purposes. We call attention to the fact that the rights and obligations under the 2008 Series B Bonds, the Resolution, the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, the Lease, the Financing Agreement and the Tax Certificate and their enforceability may be subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, arrangement, fraudulent conveyance, moratorium and other laws relating to or affecting creditors’ rights, to the application of equitable principles and to the exercise of judicial discretion in appropriate cases.

We express no opinion with respect to any indemnification, contribution, penalty, choice of law, choice of forum, choice of venue, waiver or severability provisions contained in the
foregoing documents, nor do we express any opinion with respect to the state or quality of title to or interest in any of the real or personal property described in or as subject to the lien of the Resolution, the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution, the Lease or the Financing Agreement, or the accuracy or sufficiency of the description contained therein of, or the remedies available to enforce liens on, any such property. Finally, we undertake no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the Official Statement or other offering material relating to the 2008 Series B Bonds and express no opinion with respect thereto herein.

Based on and subject to the foregoing, and in reliance thereon, as of the date hereof we are of the following opinions:

1. The Authority is a body corporate and politic constituting a public benefit corporation of the State, duly created and existing under the laws of the State with the right and lawful authority and power to enter into the Financing Agreement, to adopt the Resolution and the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution and to issue the 2008 Series B Bonds.

2. The Resolution and the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution have been duly and lawfully adopted by the Authority, are in full force and effect and are the legal, valid and binding agreements of the Authority enforceable in accordance with their terms. The Resolution and the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution create the valid, binding and perfected pledges they purport to create of the Revenues and any moneys or securities on deposit in the Funds and Accounts created thereby for the repayment of the Bonds, subject only to the provisions of the Resolution, the Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution and the Financing Agreement permitting the application thereof for or to the purposes and on the terms and conditions permitted thereby, including the making of any required payments to the United States with respect to arbitrage earnings.

3. The 2008 Series B Bonds have been duly and validly authorized and issued. The 2008 Series B Bonds are valid and binding special obligations of the Authority payable as provided in the Resolution, are enforceable in accordance with their terms and the terms of the Resolution and are entitled, together with all other Bonds issued under the Resolution to the benefits of the Resolution and the Act.

4. The 2008 Series B Bonds are payable solely from the Revenues and other amounts pledged to such payment under the Resolution. The 2008 Series B Bonds are not a debt of the State, the City or the Board and neither the State, the City, the Board nor any other political subdivision of the State is liable thereon.

5. The Lease and the Financing Agreement have been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the respective parties thereto and constitute valid and binding obligations of such parties, enforceable in accordance with their terms.
6. The Revenues derived from the operation of the System are the property of the Board. The Financing Agreement validly transfers the right, title and interest of the Board in the Revenues to the Authority to the extent and as provided in the Financing Agreement, subject only to the provisions of the Act, the Financing Agreement and the Resolution permitting the application thereof for or to the purposes, and on the terms and conditions, therein set forth.

7. By virtue of the Act, the Authority has a valid, binding and perfected statutory lien upon the Revenues to be paid by the Board to the Authority pursuant to the Financing Agreement and such lien constitutes a first priority security interest therein.

8. Interest on the 2008 Series B Bonds is excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes under Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Interest on the 2008 Series B Bonds is not a specific preference item for purposes of the federal individual or corporate alternative minimum taxes, although we observe that it is included in adjusted current earnings when calculating corporate alternative minimum taxable income. Interest on the 2008 Series B Bonds is exempt from personal income taxes imposed by the State of New York and any political subdivision thereof (including The City of New York). We express no opinion regarding other tax consequences related to the ownership or disposition of, or the accrual or receipt of interest on, the 2008 Series B Bonds.

In rendering the opinions set forth in paragraphs 5 and 6 above, we wish to advise you that we have, with your consent, relied upon the opinion of Corporation Counsel of The City of New York dated the date hereof and addressed to you as to the validity, binding effect and enforceability of the Lease and the Financing Agreement with respect to the Board and the City. In rendering the priority of lien opinion set forth in paragraph 7 above, we have (i) relied upon a certification by the Board that it has not made or granted a pledge of or security interest in the Revenues to any person other than the Authority and that it has not taken any action which could result in the imposition by operation of law of any lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Revenues, and (ii) assumed, without making any independent investigation, that (1) no lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Revenues has been imposed or exists by operation of law that is prior to the lien in favor of the Authority and (2) no facts or circumstances have occurred or exist which could result in the imposition by operation of law of any lien, charge or encumbrance upon the Revenues that is prior to the lien in favor of the Authority.

Faithfully yours,

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
The Bank of New York Mellon,
as Trustee and Tender Agent
101 Barclay Street, 7W Floor
New York, New York 10286

New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority
$100,000,000 Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B-2
$100,000,000 Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B-4

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B-2 in the aggregate amount of $100,000,000 (the “2008B-2 Bonds”) and Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B-4 in the aggregate amount of $100,000,000 (the “2008B-4 Bonds” and together with the 2008B-2 Bonds, the “Bonds”) were issued by the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority (the “Issuer”) pursuant to (i) the New York City Municipal Water Finance Authority Act, constituting Title 2A of Article 5 of the Public Authorities Law of the State of New York, as amended (the “Act”), (ii) the Water and Sewer System General Revenue Bond Resolution adopted by the Issuer November 14, 1985 (the “General Resolution”) and (iii) the “Seventy-Ninth Supplemental Resolution Authorizing the Issuance of Up To $600,000,000 Water and Sewer System Revenue Bonds, Adjustable Rate Fiscal 2008 Series B,” adopted by the Issuer on March 7, 2008 (the “Supplemental Resolution”). At the time of issuance of the Bonds, we, as bond counsel to the Issuer, rendered our opinion to the effect that, subject to certain conditions and assumptions described in such opinion, under then existing law, the interest on the Bonds was excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes and that the interest on the Bonds was not treated as a preference item for purposes of computing the federal alternative minimum tax under the Code with respect to individuals and corporations. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in the General Resolution and the Supplemental Resolution.

Pursuant to the requirements under “Credit Facility — Substitution of Credit Facility” in Appendix B to the Supplemental Resolution, the Issuer is providing for the delivery to the Tender Agent of a substitute Credit Facility, in the form of a Standby Bond Purchase Agreement, dated as of March 1, 2011, between the Issuer and Royal Bank of Canada, with respect to the Bonds (the “Substitute Credit Facility”), in substitution for the existing Credit Facility.

Pursuant to the requirements under “Determination of Rate Mode — Conversion of Rate Modes” in Appendix B to the Supplemental Resolution, the 2008B-2 Bonds are being converted from the Daily Rate Mode to the Weekly Rate Mode (the “Conversion”).

In connection with the substitution of the Substitute Credit Facility and the Conversion, as bond counsel to the Issuer, we have reviewed the Act, the General Resolution, the Supplemental Resolution, certificates of the Issuer, the Trustee and others, rating letters, and such other documents, opinions and matters to the extent we deemed necessary to render the opinion set forth herein.

The opinions expressed herein is based on an analysis of existing laws, regulations, rulings and court decisions and cover certain matters not directly addressed by such authorities. Such opinions may be affected by actions taken or omitted or events occurring after the date hereof. We have not undertaken to determine, or to inform any person, whether any such actions are taken or omitted or events do occur or any other matters come to our attention after the date hereof, and we disclaim any obligation to update this opinion. We have assumed the genuineness of all documents and signatures presented to us (whether as originals or as copies) and the due and legal execution and delivery thereof by, and validity against, any party other than the Issuer. We have assumed, without undertaking to verify, the accuracy of the factual matters represented, warranted or certified in the documents, and of the legal conclusions contained in the opinions, referred to above. Furthermore, we have assumed compliance with all covenants and agreements...
contained in the Act, the General Resolution, the Supplemental Resolution and the related tax certificates, including (without limitation) covenants and agreements compliance with which is necessary to assure that actions, omissions or events on and after the date of issuance of the Bonds have not caused and will not cause interest on the Bonds to be included in gross income for federal income tax purposes. We have not undertaken to determine compliance with any of such covenants and agreements or any other requirements of law, and, except as expressly set forth herein, we have not otherwise reviewed any actions, omissions or events occurring after the date of issuance of the Bonds or the exclusion of interest on the Bonds from gross income for federal income tax purposes. Accordingly, no opinion is expressed herein as to whether interest on the Bonds is excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes or as to any other tax consequences related to the ownership or disposition of, or the accrual or receipt of interest on, the Bonds. Finally, we undertake no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the offering material relating to the Bonds and express no opinion with respect thereto.

Based on and subject to the foregoing, and in reliance thereon, as of the date hereof, we are of the opinion that the substitution of the Substitute Credit Facility for the Credit Facilities and the conversion of the 2008B-2 Bonds to a Weekly Rate Mode is permitted by the General Resolution, the Supplemental Resolution and the Act and will not adversely affect the exclusion of interest on the Bonds from gross income for purposes of federal income taxation under Section 103 of the Code.

This opinion is furnished by us as bond counsel to the Issuer solely for purposes of subsection (b)(iii) under “Credit Facility — Substitution of Credit Facility” and subsection (b)(ii)(C) under “Determination of Rate Mode — Conversion of Rate Modes” in Appendix B to the Supplemental Resolution. No attorney-client relationship has existed or exists between our firm and the Trustee and Tender Agent in connection with the Bonds or by virtue of this opinion, and we disclaim any obligation to update this opinion. This opinion is delivered to the addressee hereof pursuant to subsection (b)(iii) under “Credit Facility — Substitution of Credit Facility” and subsection (b)(ii)(C) under “Determination of Rate Mode — Conversion of Rate Modes” in Appendix B to the Supplemental Resolution and is not to be used or relied upon for any other purpose or by any person. This opinion is not intended to, and may not, be relied upon by owners of Bonds or any other party to whom it is not specifically addressed.

Very truly yours,

ORRICK, HERRINGTON & SUTCLIFFE LLP
DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY PROVIDER
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CERTAIN INFORMATION RELATING TO ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

Royal Bank of Canada (referred to in this section as “Royal Bank”) is a Schedule I bank under the Bank Act (Canada), which constitutes its charter and governs its operations. Royal Bank’s corporate headquarters are located at Royal Bank Plaza, 200 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2J5, Canada, and its head office is located at 1 Place Ville Marie, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3A9, Canada. Royal Bank is the parent company of RBC Capital Markets, LLC, the Remarketing Agent for the Fiscal 2008 Subseries B-2 and B-4 Bonds.

Royal Bank and its subsidiaries operate under the master brand name RBC. Royal Bank is Canada’s largest bank as measured by assets and market capitalization and among the largest banks in the world based on market capitalization. Royal Bank is one of North America’s leading diversified financial services companies and provides personal and commercial banking, wealth management services, insurance, corporate and investment banking and transaction processing services on a global basis. Royal Bank and its subsidiaries employ approximately 79,000 full- and part-time employees who serve close to 18 million personal, business, public sector and institutional clients through offices in Canada, the U.S. and 50 other countries.

Royal Bank had, on a consolidated basis, as at October 31, 2010, total assets of C$726 billion (approximately US$712 billion*), shareholders’ equity of C$39 billion (approximately US$38 billion*), and total deposits of C$433 billion (approximately US$424 billion*). The foregoing figures were prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles and have been extracted and derived from, and are qualified by reference to, Royal Bank’s audited Consolidated Financial Statements included in Royal Bank’s Annual Report to Shareholders for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2010.

The senior long-term unsecured debt of Royal Bank has been assigned ratings of AA- (positive outlook) by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, Aa1 (stable outlook) by Moody’s Investors Service and AA (stable outlook) by Fitch Ratings. Royal Bank’s common shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange, the New York Stock Exchange and the Swiss Exchange under the trading symbol “RY.” Its preferred shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

Upon written request, and without charge, Royal Bank will provide a copy of its most recent publicly filed Annual Report on Form 40-F, which includes audited Consolidated Financial Statements, to any person to whom this Reoffering Memorandum is delivered. Requests for such copies should be directed to Investor Relations, Royal Bank of Canada, by writing to 200 Bay Street, 4th Floor, North Tower, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2W7, Canada, or by calling (416) 955-7802, or by visiting rbc.com/investorrelations/.

The delivery of this Reoffering Memorandum shall not create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of Royal Bank since the date hereof or that the information contained or referred to herein is correct as at any time subsequent to its date.

* As at October 31, 2010: C$1.00 = US$0.98